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Photograph by Stephen Haas

Drew Sterioti, 8, of Naperville, practices his pitching skills with a friend on a Sunday
afternoon outside of Coaches Stadium during the alumni baseball game. Sterio!.W father,
Rick, who gradr from Eastern in 1987, was playing in the game.
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Photographs by Stephen Haas

At left, Dave Kennedy (left), sophomore industrial
technology major, throws the dice while learning how to play
craps Monday night in the University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union.

Above, Ms. Anastacia DeMoore, of Zim Marss Nightclub in
Terre Haute, Ind., "pops the drag show cherry" of Brittany
Brown, junior elementary education major, during the
Divas 2003 Drag Show in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King. Jr. University Union.
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Select resid
receive new fu

Photographs by
Steve Larrick

At left, Gordon
Eperlin, a
sophomore
business
management
major, gets his
workout in for
the day by using
an arm press,
one of the
several new
pieces of
Nautilus
equipment
installed just
prior to the
beginning of the
academic year.

Below left and
right, Joe
Kaczmarek, a
business and
administration
graduate
student,
stretches himself
to the limit as he
experiments
with the new rec
exercise
machines
Eastern received
from allocated
funds. Other
new equipment
included
weights and
elliptical riders.
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Photographs by Steve Larrick

At top and bottom left, Tom Walaszek, a junior business
major, strengthens his legs as he utilizes a new Nautilus
brand thigh machine.
Photograph by Stephen Haas

At right, A Nautilus representative assists a student as he
tries out one of the many pieces of fresh equipment now
mainstays at the Student Recreation Center. Some of the
machines replaced were up to nine years old.
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By Jennifer Chiariello

Warbler Campus Editor
' The new Health Services building is more advancea,
containing more than double the space as the old
location, and the staff designed it that way.
The staff helped design the building because they had ideas for
what needed to be done.
"It's more comfortable, much more private and it allows our
staff to be much more efficient," said Lynette Drake Health
Services director.
'
The new additions include a nurse's station, medical file room,
pr?cedure room, _observation room, dark room, utility room, a
pnva~e consultat10n area for the telenurse, eye wash station,
chemical shower and new x-ray equipment, which is all
digitally compatible.

Photographs by Hillary Settle

Lisa Shepherd, a staff nurse, makes some final notes on a
patient's chart before moving on to her next assignment.
Marsha Herschberger, a staff nurse, places a call to a
patient's regular physician for some background
information.

"The departments have more space than they had, and they
seem to be very happy and content with the new facility," said
Carol Strode, director of facilities planning management. "It is
a large improvement over what the-y had ...
Each provider, the four medical doctors and two nurse
practitioners, now has three rooms to use individually to see
patients, consisting of the two exam rooms and a consultation
room. Before, each provider only had one or two rooms.
There now is a separate waiting lobby for lab, x-ray and
women's health and a central supply area.
"It makes us more cost efficient," Drake said. "Before
everything was spread out all over the building, and it was
difficult to find things."
Some of the new organizational improvements include
re~eption windows, doors opening to shield the patient for
pnvacy and rooms set up uniform to make it more efficient for
nurses to access supplies.
Als?, the pharmacy is still located in the main building, but
patients do not have to wait in the same lobby. There are
separate waiting rooms for pharmacy and career services.
The lobb~ never runs out of chairs because it is no longer
shared With the pharmacy, Drake said.
The pharmacy now carries more over-the-counter drugs and
h~s expanded to_in~lude ite.ms students have requested along
With an e_lectromc sign to display when prescriptions are ready.
Drake said new programs and procedures are implemented in
the new building as well.
An automated check-in allows students the convenience of
swiping in with their panther ID card. The checkout counter is
n~ longer so close to check-in, and unless the patient is paying
With cash or needs a walk out statement, the patient can leave
without checking out.
Also, the women's health program has changed. In the past,
before prescribing birth control pills, women had to come in
and complete a program. Now an updated program is available
to complete online.
Drake said students like the privacy of the check-in counter.
Some students feel more comfortable in the new building.
"The old Health Services was really small and had a run down
feel to it," said Leslie Tharp, a senior nursing major. "The new
building is very professional looking and feels like an actual
doctor's office."
Jill Tucker, a junior nursing major, said the most beneficial
improvements are "the fact they have so much more space and
all the improvements in technology."
"Th~ _fee?,back that ':"e ,?ave gotten to date has been very
positive, Strode satd. It was a huge undertaking to get this
project completed in time frame."

The

new
Photographs by Hillary Settle

Terry Collins, information technology
specialist, discusses recent computer
problems with Margaret Clapp, office staff
supervisor and administrative secretary.
Opposite page, jenny Hagerstrom, lab
supervisor medical technologist, puts the
finishing touches on some patient
reviews.
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'REAL WORLD'

not always as it seem~
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Photograph by Stephen Haas

Steve Hill, from the MTV Real World: Las Vegas, speaks to a packed
McAfee Gymnasium.

By Jennifer Chiariello
Warbler Campus Editor
' 'The Real World" is not as real as the producers at MTV
would have its audience believe, according to ''The Real
World: Las Vegas" cast member Steven Hill.
Hill told an audience of over 450 people in McAfee Gym that
MTV edits each member of the "The Real World" into a one
dimensional character at the beginning and then adds other
dimensions at the end to show the character changed.
"Real World is a soap opera," Hill said.
Hill said the weekly interviews conducted by a woman with
a PHD in psychology, really planted seeds in their heads.
He also said in the interviews, members would be directed
to answer questions by beginning a certain way.
Hill acknowledged he was painted as a male slut on the
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show but said the reputation was not deserved.
"I slept with the least amount of girls in the house," Hill
said.
He also said after the show, nice girls won' t date him, but
he doesn't regret his "Real World" experience.
"It's okay, it will wear off in a few years," Hill said. "I am
grateful for everything I've done."
Hill said he was not embarrassed by his actions on the
show.
"I come from a long line of white trash, so when they see
me hooking up on TV, they couldn't be more happy if I was
on Springer," Hill said.
Hill said since he was 16, he has been on his own and only
close to his sister, brother, ex-wife and ex-wife's family.
Hill said members of his family he has not spoken to in
eight years have tried to contact him since the show.
"If you don't like me before the show, I don't want you in
my life after the show."
Hill said be looked bad on the show, but "The Real World"
opened many other opportunities. The fame he received
from the show helped him pay off credit cards and loans,
interview celebrities at the Video Music Awards, all of which
he could not have done without "The Real World."
"We didn't pay any dues," Hill said. "We were minor
celebrities, but still celebrities."
Hill mentioned former "Real World" cast members have
appeared on "E True H ollywood Story" complaining about
the show.
Hill disagrees with their actions and said the only reason
cast members are doing anything in the media is because of
"The Real World."
Hill said he has received a lot of free stuff, including free
meals and products.
Before appearing on "The Real World," Hill had divorced
after a 7-month marriage with a woman he had been with
for four years and worked at a Wal-Mart Distribution
Center.
"I probably would have shoveled she** to get out of
there," Hill said.
After Wal-Mart, he worked as a topless bartender making
$900- $1200 a week, then was selected for "The Real
World."
Hill told the audience stories of what happened behind
the scenes on the set. He said the members drank and were
hungover a lot on the show.
"We lived like rock stars sometimes," Hill said. "A lot of
people forgot where they came from."
Hill also talked about the sexual habits of his housemates.
"If you think anyone had protected sex in that house you're
crazy," Hill said.
Hill composed a survey for women about sexual preferences they
have regarding men. He will use the information to comprise a
pamphlet or book to clear up sexual misconceptions men have.

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, Steve Hill talks with a few girls from the audience after the
presentation in McAfee Gymnasium. He is still reaping the benefits
of his fame after appearing on MTV's The Real World.

The money raised from the pamphlet or book will go toward
the Elizabeth Glazer Pediatric AIDS Foundation, which both
Hill and fellow Las Vegas cast member Frank work with.
Eastern students were the first to receive the survey.
Hill marked audience members' hands with a dot of
permanent marker if they filled out the survey so he could buy
them a shot at Marty's after the presentation.
Hill presented himself as an ordinary guy who had an
extraordinary opportunity.
"There are a lot of guys like me out there, they are just not on
TV," Hill said.
Christine Moran, a sophomore English major, said she
enjoyed the way the lecture was presented.
"It wasn't just him lecturing us, he actually interacted with us
and let us ask the questions," Moran said.
"I think he was real with us, as far as what really went on, on
the show," said Stacy King, a junior early childhood education
major.
Haley Behnke, a senior elementary education major, said
the UB student activity fees were well spent.
"It's something that all college students watch, MTV, and
it's for the young crowd," Behnke said.
Mike Swinford, a junior history major, said he was

disappointed by the presentation.
"I got tricked by my roommate into thinking Trischelle was
going to be here this evening," Swinford said.
Shannon Brende, UB lecture coordinator, said she and
Melissa Burke-Houston, the former UB coordinator, booked
Hill after seeing an advertisement.
The UB is sent a variety of advertisements and chose Hill
over fellow cast member Trischelle after talking to female
fans.
Ceilia Brinker, director of student life, said, the more than
400 chairs in McAfee were filled and students sat in the
balcony as well.
"Based on the response of the students, it was a good choice
of speaker to bring in," Brinker said.
Hill was originally booked in hopes of an MTV series with
Don Jamieson, MTV producer, but since Jamieson appeared
at Eastern already, last spring before finals, the series plans
were canceled.
Instead, this semester, Jack Gordon, professor at Indiana
University, will appear Oct. 1 and Mike Foley, WWE wrestler,
will appear Nov. 1.
There are three total lectures for the semester, but Brende
said, "Hopefully we'll do more for the spring."
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Two deaths
jolt Eastern's
campus
Friends, family grieve loss of
instructor Luis Clay-Mendez
and Director of Minority
Affairs Johnetta Jones
By Tim Martin

Courtesy of The Daily Eastern News
uis Clay-Mendez had already cheated death once. Accused
of planting an explosive device in a movie theater, the
Cuban military attempted to coax a confession out of Clay
by intimidating him with a firing squad packing blanks.
"He thought he was done for," Clay's wife, Penny, said of an
incident that occurred more than four decades ago.
Clay escaped and left Cuba soon thereafter. After staring
death in the face, friends and family said Clay perceived life as a
gift. That enthusiasm permeated his teachings and nearly every
facet of h is life.
Clay died Friday, Oct. 3, 2003, of a heart ailment at Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center. He was 60.
"Luis had an indomitable spirit and unflinching courage," said
Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter, who had known Clay for
16 years.
Recently, Clay took a stance on the Board of Trustees'
decision to offer interim President Lou Hencken a two-year
contract extension. He defended the facu lty's request to
mandate Eastern's nex1: president have a doctoral or terminal
degree.
When Clay died, he was typing a letter praising student BOT
representative Bill Davidson and an editorial written by The
Daily Eastern News for showing the "integrity required to stand
alone on the side of propriety, fair play and the tenet that the
best decisions come as a result of consultation and inclusion."
"There was nothing lukewarm about Luis," Carpenter said.
"He would champion causes and principles unlike anyone I have
ever known."
Survivors include his wife, Penny; one son, Edward Clay, of
Springfield, Mo.; one brother, Jose Clay, of Miami; and two
grandchildren.
Penny said extensive physicals in April revealed no heart
ailments when Clay underwent hip surgery.
"We were completely surprised," she said.

L
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His deep beliefs in individual freedom resulted from a
in Communist Cuba. Clay was born May 26, 1943,
m Havana, Cuba, the son of Joseph and Ofelia (Mendez) Clay.
He fled Cuba for America at 16 where he earned a bachelor's
degree in Spanish and mathematics at Southwest Missouri
State University in Springfield, Mo. He earned his master's
and doctoral degrees in romance languages and li terature at
Washington University in St. Louis, Mo.
It was at Washington University Clay met his future wife, who
was a graduate student in one of his classes.
"'I was impressed from the first moment because he was
such a good teacher,·· Penny said. "All the new graduate
students must observe for six weeks ... once the six weeks
were up, I asked him if I could stay in the class because I liked
watching him teach so much.
"And that got him ."
Clay and Penny married Nov. 26, 1970, Thanksgiving Day, in
Perry, Okla.
. "His knowledge was wonderful as was his experience, but
h1s enthusiasm," Penny says, ''you could not go to sleep in his
class because he was so enthusiastic in what h e was doing, you
had to get interested in it."
Clay came to Eastern as an associate foreign languages
professor in 1980 and has been here ever since.
Friends said Clay lived life to its fullest, and his actions back
that statement. At Eastern, he was the Faculty Senate
recorder, a member of the Presidential Search Committee a nd
a foreign languages professor. Elsewhere, he served as a
member of the Knight of Columbus, a captain of the Coast
Guard Auxiliary and as a faculty sponsor of Sigma Delta Pi.
"He was absolutely a unique person," Karen Taylor, an
associate Spanish professor, said. "He had so much energy
and so much love for everybody. He had so many friends, and
not j ust professors, but administrators, secretaries,
maintenance people. I think he knew everyone at the
university."
Carpenter said his fri end had a "selfless dedication to
humanity.''
~ildhood

Colleague:
Jones was
extraordinary
By Jennifer Chiariello

Warbler Campus Editor
ohnetta Jones, 56, died Saturday Oct.
in Springfield of a severe
infection compromised by E. coli.
She was the director of the Minority
Affairs Office and employed on campus
for 26 years.
Priscilla Wininger, Ms. Jones' office
assistant, said because Ms. Jones was
already sick with an infection, she
sometime ingested the E. coli and
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"because she was already weakened, it took over.
"It's not like Jack in the Box where 12 people get sick ... you
just can't track it. The doctor said we will probably never know
where and when.''
Dr. J oseph Wall, medical director of Health Services, said
everybody has E. coli.
For the most part "E. coli is a good thing, it helps the
digestive tract work," Wall said.
"It's normal; it's found in your digestive tract.
"The problem is it could be harmful if it is out of the tract,"
he said, "where it gets into places it shouldn't."
There are different strains of bad E. coli, some worse than
others.
"We see E. coli urinary infections 12 to 15 times a day," Wall
said.
Eating meat not properly cooked can cause an infection in
the digestion tract.
This is uncommon E. coli. These contaminated meats are a
bad strain of E. coli. It is more common in children and causes
severe disease.
Cynthia Nichols, director of the Civil Rights Office, said Ms. Jones
had a large impact on the university.
"Who she was, was extraordinruy ... committed to the success of
students and of Eastern," Nichols said.
"I really feel she made a tremendous contribution to Eastern.
"For me, I'm going to have a very difficult time knowing I'm not
going to be able to brainstorm issues with her or share a good
laugh."
Nichols said Ms. Jones had a great sense of humor.

The search for a President
rHe was riB fit under our noses

By Dan Renick

for the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Considering the budget problems Eastern has faced, it would
Courtesy of The Daily Eastem News
be hard to bring someone in who was unfamiliar with the
situation, Rose said.
"This is not the time for on the job training," Rose said.
ocal legislators said they are pleased with the
Hencken has also gotten the campus more involved in lobbying
- - - - - - - - - - - - - , for funds, Rose added.
appointment of Eastern's newest
president, Lou Hencken.
uLou knows that stuaents
Hencken's background in student affairs
ao have something to say" helped to give Eastern students a voice, Rose
Representative Chapin Rose(~said. He added that most people imagine
Charleston) and Senator Dale Righter (RMattoon) both said they were happy with last
smoky, back-room sessions between legislators
-Chapin Rose and university officials, but at every meeting
week's decision by the Board of Trustee's to
make Lou Hencken the new president of
with Lou, there were students there as well.
Eastern.
Rose said other schools like the University of Illinois followed
"I talked with Nate Anderson and Betsy Mitchell (board
suit.
"Lou knows that students do have something to say," Rose said.
chairs) and told them my desire to see Lou as president."
Righter said.
"Students being there say more to a representative than Lou
One of Hencken's strong suits is dealing with legislators in
could."
Springfield to prevent worse cuts to Eastern's budget,.Rose
Rose was also glad a local figure was appointed. Lou cares
said. Rose added, he is worried there will be further higher
about the community and the students and their outcomes,
education cuts in January's General Assembly budget session.
Rose said.
"Lou has proven to be a leader in communicating to
"There's been a lot of antagonism between the community
.
and university in the past," Rose said.
legislators in Springfield," Righter said.
"Working with legislators is a very important part of higher
"Eastern needs someone with ties to the community to make
education," said Donald Sevener, director of communication
this work."
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Photographs by Stephen Haas

Left, President Hencken soaks in the smells
and sights of Eastern's picturesque campus.
Bottom right, Hencken speaks about how
honored he is to become president of Eastern.
Above right, an onlooker observes former
President Surles' portrait displayed in the
lobby of Old Main.
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By Jeff Stauber

Courtesy of the Daily Eastern News
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nly bad weather stopped Eastern students from
celebrating during Homecoming weekend in October.

Despite light drizzle and increased police presence, many came
out for the Homecoming Parade.
''There were a lot of people out there this year," said Beth
Hancock, a junior special education major. She rode on the
Immanuel Lutheran Campus Ministries float, which had an
"Indiana J ones" theme. Hancock said she also noticed the
heightened security during the parade.
"It seemed like there was at least one cop on every block," she
said. "The parade seemed to be pretty toned-down," said John
Simon, a freshman accounting major. "Everyone acted pretty
well."
Hancock said students celebrating along the parade route were
overly cautious of the police.
"I was surprised to see that some people fenced off their yards
because it really didn't seem like they needed to do that," she said.
"No one was acting wild or causing any problems."
Eric McAdamis, a senior political science major, didn't go to the
parade, but said students across campus were apprehensive
about the level of police involvement over Homecoming.

Above, a student paints a section of windows of the Union walkway
in preparation of Homecoming.
Left, Andrea York (right), junior family and consumer sciences major,
reads the instructions for removing the spare tire while Brenna Halpin
(left), junior family and consumer sciences major, tries to figure it out.
The two were going to usc the tire for a game at the Fun Games
Homecoming event.

Above, red-shirt freshman running Back Vincent Webb pushes up
the field in the second quarter.
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Photograph by Stephen Haas

Above, Vincent Webb runs the ball through the line of scrimmage
in the first quarter.

Photograph by Stephen lfaas

At left, Jessica Perillo performs with the cheerleading team
before halftime during the Homecoming game against
Tennessee-Martin.
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Photographs by Stephen Haas

Below, Eastern students party at a house party on Seventh
Street before the Homecoming parade.

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Above, Members of the Panther
Marching Band entertain the crowd
during the Homecoming Parade.
Photograph by Colin McAuliffe

At left, students celebrate
Homecoming.

steps ow

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, Alpha Phi Alpha performs their step routine during the Johnetta Jones Memorial Step Show.
Opposite page, The jolie dance group performs their step show act in the Student Recreation Center.
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By Tracy Drake and Marielle McNeal

Warbler Staff Writers
he first annual Johnetta Jones Memorial step show took
place on October 24, 2003, in honor of Johnetta Jones,
. s6, direc~or of minority affairs who died this past year.
Astde from bemg the director of minority affairs, Jones was
employed at Eastern for 26 years and involved in the Judicial
Board, !llinois Committee for Black Concern and Higher
Educa~10n , Enrollment Committee and the Minority Internship
Commtttee. Although Jones held many leadership roles, she
was also a motherly figure for many minority students at
Eastern, a well-loved co-worker and an overall caring and
concerned individual.
Comedian Soya D, who has appeared on BET's (Black
Ente~ainment Television) Comic View, hosted the step show.
Spec1al guests included the Divine Dance Team, Jolie Dance
Group a.nd Zeta .P~i Zeta,. a Christian based coed fraternity.
Competmg partiCipants mcluded three sororities and two
fraternities ... Delta Sigma Theta, Sigma Gamma Rho Zeta
Phi Beta Sororities Inc., Alpha Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternities Inc.
According to sophomore business major Chiquitta Allen,
"The show was well organized and created a positive image
in uniting a long history of black Greek culture through
stepping."
The show was innovative; participants used various forms
of props and attention-grabbers to draw the audience's

T

attention to the stage. Junior NaFisah Freeman a
participan} and member of the Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority
Inc: ~md, The step show was a great experience and was very
exctttng. It was great to go from being an audience member to
one of the performers on stage."
Overall, the audience reaction to the performers was
overpowering. Comedian Soya D kept them laughing and in
good spirits while the performers kept them on the edge of
their sets, moving to the beat.
. Sophomore Bianca Roberson, a participant and member of
Stgma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc., said, "Preparing for the step
show was a lot of hard work, but seeing the audience's
reaction made it well worth it."
In. the end, ho~ever, there was one fraternity and one
soronty left standmg. Once the winners were announced
there were several burst of enthusiasm and shouts of joy. The
last sorority standing was Sigma Gamma Rho and
representing the fraternities was Phi Beta Sigma. This year
was Freeman's first step show and the first win for Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority.
"It was extra special, and I can't wait to do it again next
year," Freeman said.
. Randy ~iles, a junior and member of Phi Beta Sigma said
hts fratermty had a lot of fun organizing their performance
but it was a lot of work.
'
"I'm happy we won, a lot of hard work and strategizing
went .into planning our performance. Overall, the competition
was fterce and everyone did a good job," Miles said.

HOMF.C!OM!NG '
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Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, Dressed as a cat for Halloween, Ella Lugar, 22
months old, plays with Gizmo, a Chihuahua mix, while
Heather Lugar, Ella's aunt and a 1998 Eastern alumna,
watches on during the costume judging at the 47th Annual
Kiwanis Halloween Parade at the Charleston Square.
Left,Bret Pfeiffer, 4, walks in the Kiwanis Halloween
Parade Friday afternoon as Paul Bunyan while his mother,
Amy, helps lead the family's 9-month-old sheep, Scooby,
which was colored blue with spray-on hair coloring to
represent Babe the Blue Ox.

Visions on campus

Left, a fisherman tries to see if the fish are biting at the campus pond.

Above, Students gather in prayer during a peace rally.
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Photograph by Stephen Hua

Above, Students feast at the
foods banquet. The banquet
opportunity to taste foods
cultures.

Photograph by Stephen ttus

Right, Maria Santoyo, a sophomore
elementary education major, makes cotton
candy April17 during the University Board
Ttkifest Spring Fling in the Student
Recreation Center.
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Comediarn Wayne Brrady
deliverrs loads of laughs
By Jennifer Chiariello
Warbler Campus Editor
yne Brady and Friends entertained a large
ud~ence Oct. 11 in Lantz Arena during Eastern's
amily weekend. The show began with an
introduction by the Parents Club and an announcement of
26 Parents Club scholarship winners.
~rady began the show with an improvised rap song with
audtence suggested words, such as discombobulated
porifera and mullet
'
Audrey Tardio, a retiree from Carol Stream, Ill., was
selected f!om the front row to accompany Brady with singing
a romantic song. Brady serenaded Tardio to Jamaican beats
of"Shake that thing" as the two danced.
"I didn't know what to say," Tardio said. "I was so nervous
I couldn't get anything out."
Tardio said Brady has "a lot of talent and is a very nice
gentleman.
"I've never seen him before, but even without him coming
over here by me, I enjoyed him so much."
Tiffany Tardio, a graphic design and elementary
education double major, brought her grandmother Audrey to
the show.
"We always come to the Eastern shows."
Tiffany was pleased her grandmother was selected to
participate in the show.
"It was adorable and I loved it," she said.
Brady also selected a male student from the audience to
make sound effects to an improvised act of a taxidennist
which audience members supplied material for.
'
Audience members also submitted types of video and
~elevisi?n, th~atre and fairy tales to which Brady
tmprov1sed W1th as a substitute teacher at story time.
The majority and final portion of the show, Brady
performed a mock radio broadcast featuring song styles
submitted by audience members. Some song imitations
included "Ode to the tidy bowl man," sung as Creed· "You
think I'm wearing pants, but I'm not," sung as Rod '
Stewart; "Just because they make spandex in your size
doesn't mean you should wear it," sung as country music; '"An
oompa loompa stole my wallet," sung as a boy band; "Pigeon
Po_op," ~~ng as Ozz,y Osborne; "The Freshman 15,'' sung as
Prmce; Why hasn t anyone changed the toilet paper roll "
as Tina Turner; and "My lady doesn't shave h er legs "su~g
as Elvis Presley.
'
Neal Luallen, a 1990 Eastern graduate, came to the show

with his mother, Lois Luallen, secretary in the economics
department.
"We saw him on TV and thought it looked funny ··Neal
said. "We like the Wayne Show."
'
"It's amazing how he can take things from the audience
and put it in his act," Lois said.
After the show, Brady met some of the students and
faculty that contributed to the event, including press and
Adam Due, chief of the university police department.
"I really don't go to many universities because I'm
working," Brady said.
After a student mentioned Eastern's football team lost
Brady laughed saying, "I really wouldn't bring that up '
though."
Co-Vice Presidents ofthe Parents Club Barbara Mitchell
and Keith Kittell met and had their photograph taken with
Brady after the show.
~?ted for him last year (to come to Eastern)," Mitchell
sat d. He appeals to everybody with comedy and music."
"We watch him all the time on his show and Drew Carry
... everyone gets involved," Kittell said.
Some people seated in the balcony for the show were not
happy with the sound at the show.
'
"You couldn't hear him, it was muffled," said Andrew
Walker, a junior information systems major.
"The acoustics could have sounded better, but his physical
comedy made up for it."
Walker also said Brady did not face the audience seated
in h is section.
Some members of the audience
enjoyed the show, but
some aspects of the
show could have
been improved.
"I think the
beginning
was very
lively, but
the concert
portion ran
too long,"
said Dan
Carroll of
Mount
Prospect,
Ill. "He
should have
done more
improv."

:'I

Photograph by Colin McAuliHe

Opposite page, Wayne Brady showcases his comedic skills during his fall family weekend show.
Photograph by Stephen llaas

Above, Comedian Wayne Brady entices a member of the audience with his antics.
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UJl concerl p resenla lions o{ lhe year

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Mark Roberge, lead singer and guitarist for the band Of a Revolution, belts out
lyrics in Lantz Arena Sunday evening Nov. 2, 2003. while saxophonist Jerry
DePizzo plays in the background. O.A.R. played with Spearhead for the
University Board fall concert.

Eastern was spoiled with a slew of concerts during the
2003-2004 academic year. On Nov. 2, O.AR flooded

students' ears with their fluid melodies while renowned
Chicago rap artist Twista performed Nov. 15 in McAffee
Gymnasium.

-Courtesy of the Warbler Staff

Photograph by Stephen Haas

At Right, Richard On, lead guitarist with Of a
Revolution, plays an electric guitar solo in
Lantz Arena on the evening of Sunday, Nov. 2,
2003.

Photograph by Daniel Williams

At right, Michael Franti sings along with the
band Spearhead Sunday evening in Lantz
Arena during the UB fall concert. Franti and
Spearhead opened for O.A.R

CONCE~
'"S

More spring ear candy

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Performers from Rhythm n' X-tacy perform in a dance competition April 3 in the Grand Ballroom
the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.

Photograph By Colin McAuliffe

At right, Owen Beverly performs
for students Sunday night in Lantz
Arena as the opening act for Howie
Day.
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Day performs April 4 in Lantz Arena as the first show of the University Board
llt•l_.iil. He performed to a crowd of 715 fans.
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rue ca ina: ~ umna
~nds niche in art worG.-... .By Niki Jensen
Warbler Staff Writer
astern alumna Jan Spivey Gilchrist sees what others
cannot. Her big, luminous eyes will effortlessly observe
e way shadows alter the composition of one's face. She
might look at a pair of dark denim jeans and ponder the perfect
paint combination for procuring that same rich hue.
Gilchrist is an acclaimed African-American children's book
illustrator and artist who cannot help but paint nearly every
visual element that inhabits her world.
"I was always trying to take a 3-dimensional space and put it
on a 2-dimensional canvas," explains the 1992 recipient of
Eastern's Distinguished Alumnus Award .
.Art is Gilchrist's great love. But is also her life.
'1 don't remember not being an artist," she said. "It's all of
ltle; irs part of me; it doesn't really separate from me."
Grand paintings and collection pieces, penciled drawings and
J)pl'traits adorn the walls of Gilchrist's cozy ranch home nestled
~ng patches of trees in the south Chicago suburb of Olympia

'"Jields.
A~nt Saturday afternoon finds the spirited artist vividly
recalbng how, as an adolescent, she once created an intricate
.Pwr8J on her parents' dining room wall. This venture was
foDowed by a depiction of Venice on a neighbor's wall.
-:I never knew I wasn't supposed to be doing that until I was
4der." Gilchrist said of her former belief such creations were
POt out of the ordinary.
But now, after years of receiving praise and recognition by
peers and professionals alike, it seems as though the woman
with tightly braided hair and a sincere smile truly understands
the magnitude of her artistic gift.
"She's a genius, a gift," affirms Eastern graduate and
husband Kelvin Gilchrist. "She's been blessed with a gift."

Prominent painter
Gilchrist's hands have crafted many remarkable works in
their lifetime.
In fact, some of her most recent paintings can be seen on the
Oxygen network during the month of February.
The artist was recently commissioned by Oxygen to create a
series of six paintings depicting images of African-American
histoey for the channel's Black History Month commercial.
The commercial, whose "Everybody's History" theme links
African-American history with that of all people, features
Gilchrist's poignant expressive images of a race that has both
triumphed and evolved in its journey from Africa to America.
Perhaps Eastern's faithful will take particular interest in
Gilchrist's portrait of Martin Luther King Jr. hanging proudly
in the union of the same name.
"I went nuts," Gilchrist said after being selected by the
university to create the painting in honor of the union's 1972

¥
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r~dedication as the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union..
Sttuated to the left of the University Ballroom, Gilchrist's
stirring image of King seems to capture an air of urgency
cleverly captured in King's startling gaze and opened mouth;
As with her portrait of King, Gilchrist uses detailed facial
expressions to reveal the true essences of her subjects.
"I've always been mystified by people," she said about bet
penchant for creating paintings about people. "My paintings
have always been about relationships."
Many of Gilchrist's paintings illustrate the honest and intense
emotions that exist among members of a family.

A New direction
Though Gilchrist's paintings have been featured in cotmtllellll
national exhibits over the years, it is her work as a celebJdMIIJ
illustrator of children's books that has brought her nn'""'""
acclaim.
An illustrator of more than 55 children's books, Gilchrist
revealed she stumbled rather unexpectedly into this re1W1Utdllrl
aspect of her career.
It was at an Eloise Greenfield book signing that Gilchrist
handed the prestigious children's author an original n'l"i,ntcllftll
little girl displaying a pensive look.
"I remembered Jan Spivey Gilchrist and how beautiful her
work was," Greenfield said of the meeting. "Eveey line that
draws or every stroke that she paints is an expression ofher
feelings about human beings and about life."
In fact, Greenfield was so impressed with the au1thenti1cit]r.ol'ti
image she called Gilchrist about a year later to inquire
would illustrate a new children's book written by her M(]ltiU~
Gilchrist accepted the offer and great success soon foiii(M'8d.
In 1990, Gilchrist won the Coretta Scott King Award for her
illustrations in Greenfield's "Nathaniel Talking." This was just
her second children's book.
"I was screaming like a crazy woman," Gilchrist said.
Gilchrist said the honor was especially gratifying because the
illustrations in "Nathaniel Talking" were created with the first
tool she ever used: the pencil.
"It's my best friend," she said.
To date, Gilchrist and Greenfield have collaborated on more
than 30 children's books, a partnership that garnered Gilchrist
her second Coretta Scott King Award in 1992 for "Night on
Neighborhood Street."

Back to the beginning
A sequence of book illustrations is securely taped to the wood
paneled wall of Greenfield's dual family room and art studio.
.The ~llustrations, splashed with bright yellows and reds, are
still bemg perfected by Gilchrist for the reissued version of

Submitted photograph

Eastern alumna Jan Spivey Gilchrist found her calling as an artist and illustrator.

Greenfield's "Me and Neesie," to be published in 2005.
Gilchrist's studio is situated at the opposite end of the room,
anchored by a large drawing table that is strewn with various
paints, papers and drawing tools.
It is here in the family room where Gilchrist wishes to create
her art. After all, that's how it all began - among the company
of her family and close-knit neighborhood.
As a young artist, Gilchrist spent many hours sitting on the
family porch drawing the neighborhood kids who traversed up
and down her street in the Englewood section of Chicago.
Hindered by a bone dislocation disease, Gilchrist was
confined to a wheelchair and crutches for much of her
childhood.
Art, she said, was her entertainment, her fun, her greatest
passion.
As one of 14 children, she boned her artistic skills by
studying and drawing each newborn baby who was added to
the family.
"In our bouse, it was like a queen was coming, a king was
coming," she said of each birth.
At the age of 9, Gilchrist visited the Art Institute of
Chicago with her minister father and determined right then
and there what she would do with her life: paint truthful
images of the African-American people who were not

depicted in the images at the famous museum.
"When I grow up, I'm going to paint these beautiful
paintings with people that look like me," Gilchrist recalled
thinking.
Rotell Glenn, an artist who lived on her street, was one of
Gilchrist's earliest mentors.
"He painted all day, all the time," she said with a little
grin. "I glued myself to him."
Glenn, along with a couple she affectionately refers to as
"the Eiland's," first sparked her interest and participation in
the art fair scene. At 15, the young girl participated in her
first professional show that featured the works of older and
well-known artists.
After graduating from high school, Gilchrist chose to
attend Eastern because she liked the intimate atmosphere
and had heard great things about its art department.
"When I came to Eastern, I just loved it," she said. "I pretty
much lived in the art department; I was obsessed."
Upon earning her master's degree in painting from
Northern Illinois University and teaching art for about 10
years, Gilchrist made the decision to become a full-time
artist.
"Art gives us purpose," she said. "It's a joy; it's an essence of
beauty. It's more than just painting a picture; it's my life."
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Moving beyond EIU
Fall commencement

Where will YOU go after EIU?

PhotographbyStephenHm

~

Graduates move their tassels to the right side of their hats at the end

Fall '03 graduates travel on to the
next step in their journeys ...

of the afternoon fall commencement ceremony in Lantz Arena.

Photogr<tphs by Stephen llaas

Above, Friends and family members of graduates line up to
take photos during the ceremony in Lantz Arena.
Top, A family member captures the ceremony on her
camcorder.
Right, Student Body President Caleb Judy speaks during the
afternoon graduation ceremony in Lantz Arena.
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Evolving, improving for what's ahead
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Eugene R. Harrison, associate professor in the art department, carries in the university mace as
the Commencement Marshal for the afternoon ceremony Saturday afternoon in Lantz Arena.

life

begins now

Phologr~ph

by Stephen llaas

Graduates line up on the side of the stage before walking the platform
and receiving their diplomas Saturday afternoon in Lantz Arena.
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A proud heritage of culture

Miss Black
EIU

Photograph by Colin McAuliHc

Left, LaOonna Murphy answers
a question during the Miss Black
EIU contest in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

Photographs by Colin McAuliffe

Above, Samantha Lampton walks the runway during the
evening gown portion of the 2004 Miss Black EIU in the
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Right, Tracey Wayne gets teary eyed after being rrl'IIWtt'P l"'
Miss Black EIU.

PA
Photograph by
Matt Meinheit

Right, The lead singer of
The Tossers provides
students with some
tunes.
Photograph by Stephen Haas

Below, Adam Hughes,
guitarist and vocalist for
the band Loki, plays a
solo during the band's
set at ECHOfest April17
on the Library Quad.
Bassist Keith Riecke and
guitarist/vocalist Justin
Cummings are also
playing in the
background.

Photograph courtesy
of Jake Thompson

Above, Luke Karcher, a
junior physical education
major, does the limbo
during one of the many
festivities at the 12 hour
long Relay for Life.
Photograph by Stephen IU•

Right, A Gospel rally
generates much student
involvement.
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Chucktown hangouts

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Above, Showplace 8 in Mattoon is
always packed with students and
Charleston/Mattoon residents alike.
The movie theater features 8 screens
that show new releases. The Will
Rogers Theater in downtown
Charleston is another theater where
students hang out. The Will Roger!>
is an hjstoric building that shows
older movies for a cheaper priceperfect for college students.

Photogr~ph

by Stephen Haas

On warm, clear days, Eastern students often enjoy a day at Lake Charleston where they
can fish and lounge by the water.

Photographs by Brandy Headley

At right, Flowers outside Buzzard bloom vibrantly.
Below, A nature trail at Fox Ridge is lined with
colorful fall leaves and green moss. Many
students hike these trails to experience the
serenity and calmness that Charleston's nature
brings.

iO

Photographs by Brandy Headley

Far above, Lake Charleston shimmers brightly through the bare trees
of winter.
Above, A goose breezes along the warm waters of Lake Charleston in
early fall. Lake Charleston is not only home to many geese, but acts as
a popular fishing area for students and Charleston residents.
Left, A white lily begins to bloom outside the Life Sciences building in
early spring. Flowers bloomed all over campus adding color and life
to walkways and buildings.
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The real scoop behind the scary myth involving Pemberton Hall

By Angela Harris

Warbler Staf!Writer
urban legend began years ago
bout a ghost haunting the halls of
emberton.
The legend built into a tale of a
murdered student and the ghost who
mourns her death is told to this day.
There are no records of a murder having
taken place at Pemberton Hall, but the
legend continues.
Some say the ghost of Mary
Hawkins, head of Pemberton Hall, lives
on to
protect the girls now living there. She
locks doors for the girls while they are
sleeping.
Mary Hawkins, noted in the
Charleston newspaper of October 1918
notice of her death, was a "Most

N
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Worthy Woman." She was listed as a
woman of "education and refinement."
In the 1913 first issue of the
W'apper, which was the earlier
yearbook name,
Mary was mentioned as managing the
hall with invaluable service in making
life comfortable and happy for the
students living there.
Mary immigrated from Liverpool ,
England on April 20, 1901, and a rrived
at New York on the vessel Luciana. Her
declaration to become a citizen was
dated Sept. 9, 1914.
Mary worked at Pemberton Hall from
August 1910 until March 1917 when she
was first hospitalized.
It is written that Mary allegedly
suffered from brain disease, and after
first being hospitalized at the M.A.
Montgomery Memorial Sanitarium in
Charleston on Sept. 12, 1918, she was

later admitted to Kankakee State
Mental Hospital and later died there on
Oct. 29, 1918.
Some eerie tales have come from the
neighboring Textbook Rental employees
who share some spooky happenings
including one employee seeing the lid of
a blue recycle tote spinning all by itself.
Footsteps have been thought to follow
along with a couple employees when
they where locking up late at night.
One incident that I have witnessed
myself, along with an employee,
happened when we saw the flash of
something unexplainable wiz past us in
the basement break room between the
two buildings.
Whatever the truth may be, one thing
is certain, something is there that
remains unexplained and some choose
to keep the memory of Mary and her
protective spirit alive.

Photographs by Alison Personcttc

Opposite page, Pemberton Hall, with all its gothic
features, towers over campus. It is one of the
oldest structures on Eastern's campus.
Above and at left, The interior of Pemberton
shows no indication that ruthless spirits roam the
staircases of the residence hall.

The year in fashimn:

By Niki Jensen

Warbler Staf!Writer
Whether attending class or
savoring a night on the town, Eastern
students often looked stylish during
the fall thanks to several sizzling
fashion trends.
The fall fashion season featured specific "in-style" looks, said
family and consumer sciences professor J ean Dilworth.
Though Dilworth usually sees students in comfortab~e ~tapl_es
like sweatshirts and blue jeans, the professor who spec1ahzes m
clothing merchandising said the influence of what is hot was
better reflected when students dressed up.
Revivals of trends popular in earlier decades - think
monogrammed sweaters - and an eml?hasis ?n rich, ~extured
fabrics - such as tweed- gave students mcentive to spice up
everyday wear with trendy pieces.
J ennifer Canaan, an assistant fashion buyer for Saks
Incorporated that owns the regional Bergners and Carson Pirie
Scott department stores, agreed with Dilworth that several key
apparel items provided the fall season with distinct and fresh
touches.
"It's all about color and detailing and trim," Canaan said.
The following trends dominated the fall fashion landscape
and helped Eastern students rise from their fashion ruts.

Personalize it
The fall season was all about personalization.
Clothing featuring one's initials a nd monogrammed
accessory items were in extremely high demand, according to
Canaan.
She said the Laverne and Shirley initialed sweater
craze-perhaps the season's biggest- was a result of fall's
"anything about you" mentality.
Senior psychology major Angela Geisler said this fad really
caught on at Eastern.
"The monogrammed sweaters were definitely in style and you
could find them at any type of store you went to,"' she said.

Va-voom velour
Velour's return to the fashion scene supported Dilworth's
belief that trends tend to reinvent themselves about every few
decades.

14
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And this time, velour
came back with a bang.
"It's been a while since
(velvet) has been "in,"' Dilworth said.
"And it's very 'in.,.,
Canaan attributed this revival to the popularity of Juicy
Couture, a California-based company specializing in pricey
velour casual wear that is adot·ed by celebrities and often
featured in the pages of women's magazines.
"Now it's cool to wear sweatpants," Canaan said, referring to
fall's velvet separates that lend new meaning to sporty chic.

Bright and funky
Fall's dressier attire leaned toward the bold and daring rather
than the classic and subdued.
Vibrant colors and edgier, urban detailing characterized the
stylish apparel worn at Charleston nightclubs such as Stix and
Stus.
Geisler said form-fitting shirts with cut-out holes, mesh
netting and zipper details seemed all the rage for nighttime
partying.
Kyla Nance, a sophomore family and consumer sciences
major, said funky details were popular because "people are
looking for that one thing that makes their outfit a little
different."
From eccentric one-shouldered tops to the pink suede pants
Canaan said were a top seller at Saks Fifth Avenue, fall fashion
walked a little on the wild side.

Tweed and 'skins'
Tweed was the novelty fabric of the season.
This coarse wool blend composed of more than two colors
added an air of polished femininity to knee-length coats,
cropped jackets, pants and skirts.
. .
.
.
Dilw01th said the popularity of tweed comctded With a shtft
toward more conservative and structured workplace fashions
as a result of the country's ongoing economic recession.
"It's not the time to be flamboyant" at work, she said.
In addition to tweed, 'skins' such as leather and suede
were also red-hot.
Though leather apparel never goes out of style, Canaan
said the fall styles were much more colorful, fun and
detailed with fur trim.
"For (Saks), fur trim was really big," she said.

Trendsetting style
Photographs by
Niki Jensen

At right, Lindsey
Balough, a
sophomore
family and
consumer
sciences major,
shows off her
trendy, not to
mention popular,
monogrammed
tank top.
Below, Laura
Becker, a senior
secondary
education major,
sports an initial
shirt while
deciding which
funky skirt to
wear.
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lOMore
kickin' styles
}'OU

can

try

cordoroy pants
shift dresses
off-the-shoulder sweaters
plastic hoop earrings and bangles
plaid skirts
wrist cuffs and sweatbands
ethnic printed tops
pinstripes
ribbon trimming
purple hues
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Photog.r aphs by Brandy Headley

At left and above, some items of clothing that have maintained longevity in the fashion
world include miniskirts and long boxers .
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Laura Becker, senior
ly and consumer
ces major, sways her
in delight as she
off the latest t-shjrt
the initialed
!(IP·P VI'IP,;s shirt.
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Why an internship
will elevate your career

r----------------------1By Jessica Youngs
Warbler Staff Writer
I
uring the summer of 2003, many Eastern
I
stu?ents ventured away from campus to put
.thetr skills to use through summer internships.
National data shows about 75 percent ofcollege
I1s~dents
do internships, said linda Moore, interim

D

I
I
I

director of Career Services.
S~e said the portion of students that do not intern are
pu,tting themselves at a disadvantage.
"Students should do internships so that they have
~me practical experience to apply what they've learned
m the classroom," said Kelly Runyan, WEJU's news
director.
"~ improv~ ~ e~eryway, thanks to my internship,"
Chris Kee, aJuruOrJournalism major said.
Kee interned for Runyan last summer at WEIU.
Jen Tolemy said her skills, like Kee, improved during
her internships at the Coles County Seat Attorney's
Office.
Tolemy ~d her experience as a law clerk gave her a

I
I
I
I
lawworks.
I1gn;aterbastcunde~dingofhowthe
'You learn stuffm class, but through intemships you
actually get hands on experience," she said.
I . In ad~tio~ to helping students bone their skills,
mt;rnships gtve students vital networking options.
I Internships are the number one way employers
recruit th.eir new hires," Moore said. "And that's big!"
Sometimes students don't internship because they
I don't
kno:vv where to strut looking.
I Moore srud Eastern's Counseling Center has more than

1post.
Boo internship sites listed online and still has 150 left to
I The Web Site, www.eiu.erecruiting.com,lists

internship opportunities from large businesses such as . .
State Frum and Catapillru·.
Still! Moore said, most students find their internships
~n thetro~.
.
.
.
I cho.se my,mtems~p because tt promised 'hands-on'
expene~~ Kee ~d.
.
. .
!"fe srud m addition to the expenence, his mternship
pat~ for ho~ing and utiliti~ along with $so per week.
Durmg ~ee s three-month mternship, he mostly did
p~uct:Ion work.
.
.
. I l~ed ~e~, VId~graphy, ~udio board,
~g, t~cal ~g, floor director, video
editing, "~~· etcete~, .he said.
~ee srud his mternshtp Impressed him so much he
dectded to transfer from Harding University in Seru-cy,
Ar?nsas! to Eastern~ the fall ~f?003.
I was trnpressed With the facilities, people,
technology and opportunities," he said.
Tolm~y said choosing her internship was easy
because 1t was the only one she was interested in.
"I already had a little bit of background (on the
office), and I wanted to .work.more on it,·· she said.
Feedback from. supervtsors.ls o~e oft~e greatest
~ays stu?ents Improve then sktlls dunng
mternshtps.
. "(~uny~n's) input was invaluable to ~e," Kee
sa1d. ~he !sa great. teacher and very patient."
~ee smd ~Is supervtsors oversaw what the WEIU
~.nterns dtd, but ,no~ in ?n int.rusive way.
We learned by domg, .. and tf we made mistakes,
we learne~ from them, . he said.
T?lmey s~ud her supervisors, on the other hand,
d1d no~ gtve her much feedback.
Durmg her tw? month internship, she mostly
opened files, sat m on court procedures and filled
paperwork, she said.
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Photograph courtesy of Angela Harris

Above, the summer interns at Eastern's television station WEIU.
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ROTCcaJ

By N atalie Matten

Warbler Staff Writer

O

t~er ~han the few people I went to high school with, I
dtdn t know anyone when I arrived here at Eastern.
Joining ~omething was a sure-fire way to meet people,
.
t~ my perspective. I'm not the sorority type, I quit band in
htgh school and I flat out didn't know what else was offered
here that would appeal to me.
When I heard about the ROTC program at Eastern's
freshman orientation, however, I decided it was something I
wanted to look into.
. During the fir?t week of school in August 2003, I strutted
mto my first lab m my freshly pressed uniform. One of the
requirements of the ROTC program is that we shine our
boots that complement our uniform. Kiwi is the best form of
polish, I ~as informed. Kiwi, the fruit? What, I thought in
awe? Durmg meals I would make my way to the fruit section
to see if they had kiwi available so I could start shining my
boots. It wasn't until later when asked what other people
used that I discovered Kiwi was a shoe shine brand as well as
a fruit. I'm glad I'm such a procrastinator or else I would
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have had some nasty looking boots!
Being in the ROTC program has allowed me to do some
things that most people aren't able to do on a regular basis.
I've gone repelling down the side of Klehm Hall. I have also
been able to ride in a Blackhawk helicopter numerous times.
I got to shoot, take apart and reassemble an M-16 rifle. I
have even gone to a physical development course at 6 a.m.
twice a week. Ifs worth it though, since I otherwise would
definitely not be in the shape I am in if I wasn't required to
go.
ROTC opens a lot of doors for people. Even if someone
wasn't interested in joinging the Army, anyone can still take
the class and learn how to become a leader.
My instinct when I joined the ROTC was to meet people.
However, as a college sophomore, I have to make the
decision on whether or not I'm going tocontract my junior
year.
After much debating and talking to recruiters, the ROTC
cadre ~nd my p~rents, I have decided contracting with the
Army 1s somethmg I am going to do.
If it wasn't for the program, I never would have
considered the thought , and I'm glad it's around.

Photographs by Natalie Matten

Above, This group of cadets drop and give Jason Ward 20 after a few
mistakes that occured during his training.
Left, Brenda Jost tries to keep her balance while placing a beam of
wood on the next available box.
Below, Left, right, left, right. ..Brian Sbertoli uses his commanding
voice to direct the four cadets around cones spaced throughout
McAfee gymnasium.

Photographs by Natalie Mallen

Left, A group of ROTC cadets stand at attention ready for their major's orders.
Above, from left, Steven Clark, Meghan Smith, John Baskerville, Brenda jost and Ashely Coleman
create a large pole out of beams of wood and rope in order to recover the bucket (not shown) ten feet
away.
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l'holopapb by Stephen Hus

Right, Katie Mast
f
routine during th!~ or~s her fitness
Competition Februa s. FJ~ess
Ballroom of the M ry 21 m the Grand
University Union.artm Luther King Jr.

Photographs by Stephen Ha.as

Below, Johnny Sadkauskas celebrates after winniing the
overall event of the Mr. EIU / Ms. Fitness competition.
Sadkauskas also took first place in the Bantam weight class.

II·

Fitness contestents strut
stuff at the annual Mr.
/Ms. Fitness competition.

EIU/MS . FI'INESS

COMPETITION

30
achelor Arts degree program timeline

19 3: First students admitted
Into the program and 50 students
graduated system wide

1 79: Shirley Neat appointed as
dir

or for the BOG!BA degree program.

By Erin Fulkerson

Warbler StaffWriter
The Board of Trustees program offe

adults, over the age of

24, the opportunity to earn a Bachelor's degree. The

curriculum requires a minimum of 120 s mester hours with
specific categories of requirement. Stude ts may choose a
minor.
While some students attend courses on stern's campus,
others attend through distance learning via e internet or
interactive television. Locations to attend clas are also
available in Champaign-Urbana, Danville, Deca r, Mattoon,
Olney, Centralia, Effingham, and many other com unities.
The program is based on "needs and goals," accordi to Ka:ye
Woodward, director of the BOT program. Woodwar
scribes
her role as "an advocate for the adult learner." She expla· ed
that most students in the program join to become promota
at work, to set an example for their children, or for selfsatisfaction.
The statistical average for a BOT student is a female parent
who works full-time, and is between ages 35 and 45, according
to Woodward. Woodward said the average time to complete
the program is 2.5 years.
The original concept for the program came from Robert
Pringle. Woodward honors his idea by ensuring that, "the staff
is true to Pringle's vision."
Statistics offer information to assess the program's
performance. A student has an average income increase of
$5,000 per year upon graduating, Woodward sai~. Woodw~rd
also stated the program has a 72 percent graduatiOn rate, Wlth
80 percent continuing to graduate school.
Aside from statistical data, students offered comments about
the program. Dorene Sparks, a BOT student, considers the
program, "the best kept secret in town." Sparks worked with a
company for 12 years before they decided to close the office
where she worked. After weighing the options for her career,
Sparks decided to return to c~ll~~e.
.
Sparks appreciates the flexibility of the program because It
gives her a chance to decide for herself, "what I want to be
when I grow up."By enrolling in the BOT program, Sparks

1982: BOG/BA degree program received the 1986: BOG!BA degree program moved
G. Theodore M~au Award from the American
to School of Con1Jnu1ng Education
Association of State Colleges and Universities

expects to graduate in about a year to a year and a half. "I don
know that I could do it any other way," Sparks said.
Sparks, who is now an on-campus student at Eastern, said
"I've been embraced by the campus community, and I feel ve
fortunate."
Nicole McCurry, a BOT student, started with the progr
2002.

"It was time for me to finish what I started many years go,.,
she said.
Because the program requirements differ from a tra itional
program, the BOT has their own advisers. McCurry s 1d her
experience with her adviser has been "absolutely w derful.
"I can call or email my advisor, Audrey Bachel r, at any
time and I receive a very timely response every · e," McCurry
said.
Out of 1500 students currently in the pr ram, only about
70 of those are on campus, Woodward s · . Woodward said
about 8o percent of advising is done er the phone or through
mail because of the distance.
y students participate from
nd the United Sta , d some are even in other
countries.
Audrey Bachelder, an adviser for the BOT program, claimed
that it is rewarding to build relationships with the students she
advises.
"Everyone in the office is the stron&est advocate we have, we
all genuinely care about our students,' she said .
But Woodward said the program is not a good choice for
everyone.
"We never want to be accused of recruiting students out of a
major," Woodward said.
Woodward compared the degree to liberal arts or general
studies degree.
"We're not a second-hand program or a backdoor to a
degree," Woodward said. Woodward claimed that students
must work just as hard to earn a BOT degree, as a traditional
degree.
McCurry claimed that Internet courses were challenging
and, "you have to be really disciplined," she said.
Woodward explains the needs of BOT students are different
from a traditional sh1dent.
"We serve a different population," Woodward said.

1990: BOG/SA degree
program received the
Distinguished Program
award from the Association
for Continuing Higher
Education

1991: Kaye Woodward
appointed director of the
BOGIBA degree
program

1994: Robert Pringle,
founder of the BOG/SA
degree program passed
away

1995: The Pringle family
establishes the Robert
Pringle Scholarship

1996: The name of the
BOG/BA degree program at
Eastern changed to the
Board of Trustees Bachelor
of Arts Degree Program

BOT frmelme

infomzatiOII
co11rtesy of Knye
Woodward
Photographs courtesy
of Kaye Woodwud

Above, (left to right) in fall
of 1989, William Hine, dean
of Continuing Education;
Nancy Froelich, a graduate
of the program; Robert
Pringle, vice chanceUor of
the Board of Governor's
University System; Evelyn
Kaufman, a graduate of the
program; Shirley Neal,
director of Board of Trustet.'S
program. Froelich and
Kaufman were the only two
women who were
chairwomen of the Board of
Governors Governing
Board.
At right, in spring of 1998,
Brenda Edgar (wife of former
Governor Edgar) and Kaye
Woodward, director of Board
of Trustees program pose on
Edgar's graduation day.

BOT.l.l Y
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Photographs by Taylo r Doll

Students decorated their residence hall rooms in
all sorts of crazy fashions for the first-ever dorm
decorating contest organized by Eastern
Residence Hall Association.
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Sophomore Taylor Oall plastered his walls with posters to give his donn room more than a conventional feel to it. He
also made it flashier by using detail to make his room look larger.

I}{ow
infected with AI OS.
Leanne Dalpiaz,
junior elementary
Warbler staff writer
education major, has
been to Big Oaks Girl
ile some _students t~ke advantage of the week long
Ranch in Springfield,
reak durmg the spnng semester and party like
Ala. the past two years
. ever before, other students travel the country and
to work with young
make a difference on Alternative Spring Break.
girls
who have been
Roy _Lanham from the Newman Center directs the program
abused, abandoned or
and satd Eastern students have done everything from
for some other reason
wo_rki_ng with children ""Vith AIDS, feeding the homeless,
do
not reside with their
b_uildmg and renovating homes and cleaning the environment
families.
Dalpiaz said
s mce 1993.
the camp consists of
"What the students gain from this week is amazing and life
approximately _seven to eig~t houses. Each house has a family
changing," he said.
that
has taken m a young g1rl who currently does not live with
. Lanh~ described a trip to New York City as more than
their
biological families.
JUSt feedmg the homeless in soup kitchens.
"The homes are gorgeous," Dalpiaz said . Dalpiaz said during
"I~'s getting to know who they are and sharing your story," he
the day it was "not hard work at aU" her and the rest of the
satd.
students
did for the families.
There is also a trip to Jacksonville, Fla. building homes.
"I
was
surprised
how much free time we had "she said.
It is "hands on, making a difference in people's lives ··
Dalpiaz said they us ually did yard work and ~ort a shed full of
Lanham said. "You are building your own
'
groceries for the families.
story."
"At
night we would go to the fami lies' houses and they would
S~phomore biology major, Marissa Jernegan, traveled to
cook
dinner for us,., Dalpiaz recalled. "And we would hang
Mex~co last year and worked on building houses and
out with the girls. They were so sweet."
rooms for long term volunteers.
While Dalpiaz found out about Alternative Spring Break
The community this group spent time with consisted of
from
attendmg the Newman Center for Sunday services she
women and children who were learning the basic skills of life
said "it's not just for people who go to church."
'
so they can someday live on their own without depending on
La_nham described the program as one of the top five in the
a man.
Midwest and the best in Illinois.
Unfortunately, Jernegan became sick and did not
"I firmly belie_ve we have the best Alternative Spring
participate in much of the "hard labor" the rest of
Break program m the state of Illinois," he said.
the students did.
'With our size, our scale, our price and what we do."
"I don't know what happened,"' she said. "I didn't drink the
He said the success of the program is because of the quality
water."
of
Eastern students .
. Sin_ce Jernegan spent most of the trip sick, she spent her
··out of my 18 years being here, I'm impressed with the
ttme m the sewing room with women learning how to
quality of students coming to the doors of EIU " he
sew.
said.
'·And so are these people they touch."
'
During the day the children of the area were in class but at
"It speaks well of the university," he added.
night, during their free time, the students
'
While some college students are willing to spend hundreds of
were able to spend time with the children. Jernegan said
dollars
on spring break vacations, Lanham described this
while she was in Mexico it made her realize exactly what she
program
to be affordable for anyone.
had back home.
He
said
there has been a lot of subsidizing to make it
"When you're there you are like, wow," she said ...I actually
affordable. All of the locations within the country are the
get to go home and they don't."
?arne pric~, $130, while the trip to Mexico is $250. The price
"It really makes you think,., she said. "I was happy to come
mcludes airfare and housing.
back to America."
"We want to make it affordable for students to go do
This year Jernegan traveled to Atlanta to serve people
community service," he said.

By April McLaren

JL

Photogr.aphs courtesy of Roy Lanham and the Newman Catholiic Center

Each year the Newman Catholic Centers provides the opportunity to voluntarily
assist in often times destitute communities throughout the United States and Mexico.
Above and below, students work on building projects at site Glenmary Farms.
At right, a student prepares hot dogs for the hungry at Project Openhand in
Atlanta, GA.
Opposite page, students assisted in painting projects at site Project Catholic
Worker in New York City during break- March 14-21, 2004. This site was new to
Newman's plethora of Alternative Spring Break sites.
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Eastern retains rankin as a
to !:ier co ege Jn M1 west
--::.:~
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Emil~ Gra~es, senior graphic design major works on her final project for her 4911 animation class, Monday afternoon in Art Park We!.t. The
graphic des•gn lab was supposed to get new computers next year but will not due to funding.

By Jennifer Chiariello

Warbler Campus Editor
astern retained its spot in the top
tier of U.S. News & World Report's
top public universities in the Midwest
for the third consecutive year.
Rankings released Sept. 1, 2003, in the
magazine's annual guide to "Americas Best
Colleges" shows Eastern once again ranks
31st among 143 public and private
Midwestern/regional institutions. Eastern
is also the only public university in illinois
listed in the first, or top, tier of four in the
"Best Universities- Master's
(Regional/Midwest)" ranking category.
This category represents those
universities that offer a full range of
w1dergraduate degrees and some master's
degree programs, but few, if any, doctoral
programs.
Of the 143 Midwestern master's
universities, only 38 were placed in the top
tier, and only seven of those 38 are public,
vs. private, institutions.
Rankings are based on schools' academic
reputations, student selectivity, faculty
resources, graduation and retention rates,
financial resources, and alunmi giving.
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Eastern's greatest strengths in addition to
its academic reputation include its average
graduation rate of 66 percent, a freshmanto-sophomore retention rate of 81 percent
and a percentage of full-time faculty (96
percent).
President Lou Hencken said the rank is a
great accomplishment of the university.
"I think what this shows is something
most people believe on campus ... It's a
great tribute to the quality of Eastern, which
is typified by the hard work and dedication
of the faculty, staff and students of the
university," Hencken said.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said he
was not surprised by Eastern's rank.
"I am more pleased than surprised," Wolf
said. 'The thing is getting there in the first
place, and we are there, so we are going to
do everything to stay there."
"Obviously, I was very pleased," said Blair
Lord, vice president for academic affairs. "I
also will admit to being 'pleasantly
surp1ised.' I say this because the financial
stress on public higher education, both in
Illinois and nationally, raised a concem that
we might not have been viewed as favorably
as in the past."
Hencken said the U.S. News ranking put a
lot of faith into this publication and its

ran kings by an outside group.
"It puts an emphasis on what other
universities think of you," Hencken said.
Hencken, Lord and Wolf each participated
in the ranking process for other schools.
Lord said U.S. News considers a variety of
factors such as financial information,
qualifications of faculty and peer
perceptions.
"Among the elements that U.S. News
views favorably-- things like smaller class
sizes and healthy expenditure per credit
hour - are those things most difficult to
accomplish in challenging times," Lord
said. "That we appear to have handled the
challenges reasonably well thus far
undoubtedly helped us retain our
favorable ranking."
Lord said the rank will help to promote
Eastern.
"Prospective students use many
resources to gather information during
their college selection process. Certainly,
proprietary rating services like U.S. News
are among those referenced.
"A continued strong ranking serves as
one strong signal to prospective students
and their parents of the quality of our
institution. Such perceptions stimulate
additional interest in Eastern."

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, workers chip away at
the Tarble Arts renovation.
Left, a student worker
organizes recycling bins.

Photograph By Colin McAuliffe

Below, Members of the Sigma Nu fraternity collegiate bowl
team Nick Rakitan, a junior English major, and James
"Jimbo" Mihalovich, a sophomore physical education
major, answer questions in the Coleman Auditorium.
Sigma Nu defeated Sigma Chi fraternity.
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By Jessica Youngs
Warbler Staff Writer
t has long been assumed that destinations like
Jamaica, Cancun and Panama City are where
college students go to take a break from the stress
of school over spring break.
But is this really true or just a reality for the
students who "party-hearty" the hardest?
The majority of Eastern students spent "Spring
Break 2004" doing much more mundane tasks than
lying on whjte sand beaches drinking Pina Coladas
for a week.
Corona Lawrence, a senior foreign languages
major, who is originally from the hot spring break
spot Jamaica, decided to spend her last spring break
to go job hunting in Chicago.
"I (was) looking for anything where I can utilize
my Spanish skills," she said.
Instead of returning to campus the following
Monday with a hangover and sunburn, Lawrence
returned with a job as an admissions adviser for
Arizona University, an online college, and will be
starting her new job as soon as school lets out in
May.
Another student, Allison West, a junior political
science major, also took the break as a weeklong
opportunity to further her career.
Although last year West went to Coco Beach, Fl.,
this break she returned home to Peoria where she
interned with Congressman Ray Lennon, answering
phones and doing "office-type work," she sajd.
For other students, this year's spring break was a
time to relax at home and get caught up on their
schoolwork.
"I'm going home. It's nice to have a break and
relax," said Guy Gris, a freshman(()) major whose
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previous spring breaks have induded family trips
to Mexico and Brazil.
Jessica Lu, a freshman speech comm uni cation
major, said she is going home to Schaumburg and
eating at Clipotle in addition to writing three
research papers.
Although many Eastern students djd not do tons
of partying over break, the spring break reputation
has to come from somewhere.
In a March 26, 2004, survey, the Seattle PostInte]ligencer reported that 41 percent of teenagers
surveyed said they plan to drink alcohol and use
drugs more during spring break. Compared to the
number who said they would be toting to the beach
condoms, alcohol, fake ID, cigarettes and marijuana
it is evident that for some students spring break
proves to be a nonstop party.
Spring Break Party Cruise managed to attract 19
Eastern students, most of them members of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity.
The 7.5 hour cruise to the Bahamas and back was
"unbelievably ridiculous," said Kyle Donash a
senior finance and marketing major w ho joined his
Sig Ep brothers on the trip.
"It was a totally different atmosphere than other
breaks/' he said comparing the week to Mardi Gras
in St. Louis.
With companies that sell spring break trips that
appeal to college students prorrusing "50 hours of
free drinking" and a drinking age of 18, more than
100 Eastern students chose to participate in
alternative spring break where they built houses
and our helped AIDS v ictims.
Whatever students chose to do, from putting
subwoofers in their car to cleaning out a outhouse
to getting drunk on a beach, spring break proved to
be an escape from the university, if only for a week.

Photographs courtesy of Kristy Sulich

At left, front row,
Eastern students Jenny Graves and
Kristy Sulich.
Back row, Amanda Bastert, Jill
Callaghan, Sara LeMay, Kelly Collins
at Disco Beach in Acapulco, Mexico
during spring break.
Below, front row, jenny Graves and
Jill Callaghan.
Back row, Genivive Cyrs, Kristy
Sulich, Kristin Berdis, Sara LeMay

At left, the gaggle of Eastern women head out to the
ocean in Acapulco on a Banana Boat ride. Yee-ha!
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Photograph by Stephen Haas
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Above, Amber Reed, Alpha Gamma Delta member and senior finance
and marketing major, and Dean Lugge, Sigma Epsilon member and
senior accounting major, smile March 27 after being named Greek Queen
and King during coronation in Lantz Arena.

K

The women of the RuglJrteam.rnstled
their 2003 season
record. The team,
NCAA Division I nrr\rrr.,...
had a record of 8-1.
loss came at the hands
who snapped Eastern's~·-e:amiiWJlnnme:
streak dating back to
the 2002 season.
They outscored their v~puiJ.vlu~
The season is in ._,~·ni.,-...n
recent history of su<~ces•AJ(:l,,.,..••
won 19 of its last 20 b~,._~.
The Panthers
game and won their
average margin of 43

- Courtesy ofThe
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The Eastern Volleyball team finished 9-23 overall
in the 2003 season and finished 6-10 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, tying for seventh place.
Eastern recorded two more conference wins than
last year.
A highlight for the team was junior outside hitter
who was named First Team All-OVC, the third
Panther to receive the honor during her junior
year and sixth overall chosen to the OVC's top
team.
Six starters and 13-of-14 players will return to the
team next year.
However, the crowning glory for the volleyball
team was their successful efforts on their Points
for Prevention campaign.
They raised $5,599 for brest cancer research and
prevention. The check was presented to Sarah
Bush Lincoln Medical Center.
They money goes toward a Mobile
Mammography Unit.

-Cow·testy ofThe Warbler Staff

'holographs by Stephen Haas
~eft, Junior outside hitter Erica Gerth sends the ball over the net in Lantz Arena
;luring a game against Murray State University.

Above, Sophomore libero Heather Redenbo bumps the ball during a match in Lantz
Arena.

Women's
volleyball

Competing
for a cause
Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above right, Sophomore libero
Heather Redenbo watches the
ball Saturday night during a
match against TennesseeMartin in Lantz Arena.
Above left, Sophomore outside
hitter Laura Schuette serves the
ball during home game in
Lantz Arena.
Right, The team celebrates after
scoring a point during a home
game Nov. 8 at Lantz Arena .
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Fun - the essence of • • •

Photograph by Colin McAuliHe

Above, Friend, the pet of Bridget Schade, a graduate student in dietetics, licks Coors Light out of a cup
during tailgating.
Photograph by Stephen Haas

1!25 r;ATING

Opposite page, Eastern students enjoy tailgating outside O'Brien Stadium before the Homecoming game
against Tennessee-Martin.

One wild
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past time
By April McLaren

Warbler Staff Writer
izzling hamburgers, roasting hot
dogs and the cracking open of beer
cans all occur before noon on
mornings of a home EIU football games.
No other time does it seem appropriate
to wake up early on a Saturday morning
except for tailgating.
Tailgating started in 1985 and has
been a success ever since.
"I think tailgating has grown in
pop~larity," said Shirley Stewart, vice
president of Student Affairs.
J on Newbury, junior clinical
laboratory science major, has been
attending for the past two years and
believes it is something he'll always
remember.
"It is a part of the college experience "
he said.
'
Stewart mentioned there have been a
few incidents in the past where students
have gotten carried away with the pregame partying, but they have cooperated
for the most part.
.Th~ biggest issue has been underage
drmking. Stewart said underage
students are allowed in the tailgate
area but are not allowed to drink.
"If our University Police
Department officers ask to see
identification, underage drinkers can

S

be
ticketed,"
she said.
Most of
the
preparation
takes place in
the beginning
of the year
before the season
starts by putting up
the orange fences by
the grounds crew. Last
minute details take place on
game day, such as ROTC students
standing at the gates and handing out
rules.
A popular attraction to tailgating
has been the beer tent sponsored by
Gateway Liquors. Students have to
prove they are 21 upon entering the
tent and are given three tickets for free
drinks.
A new addition to the event has
been live entertainment.
There have
been bands in
the past, but
"this has been
the first year
there has been a
band at every
home game,"
said Dave
Kidwell,
assistant athletic
director.
With fun
events like
tailgating, there
are going to be

as no
underage
drinking.
Another rule
that has always
been in effect but not
~ighly enforced until this year is
leavtng the area 15 minutes prior to the
game.
"I ';,ish. we could stay during the
game, sa1d Sean Cusack, a senior
finance major.
On the other hand, Cusack likes to
"socialize, let loose and listen to the
band" before the game.
A?cording to Kidwell, events like
Fam1ly Weekend and Homecoming
draw in the biggest crowds for
tailgating.
Even though tailgating and those
events draw more people to the pregame party, Stewart believes it does
not attract more people to the game.
"I have personally observed a
majority of the people leaving the area
and not going into the game," she said.
Even though people leave before the
game, Stewart says they are still living
up to the purpose of tailgating which is
spending a couple hours befor~ the
game cooking, eating or having a few
drinks with friends before the game.
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Photograph by Stephen Haas

Left, Aiman Saleh, junior
computer science major,
attempts a beer-can field goal
while tailgating outside of
O'Brien Stadium. The can
bounced off the photographer,
and was no good.
Photograph by Stephen Haas

Upper right, Tailgaters wait in
lines for the restroom outside
of O'Brien Stadium.

Photograph by Colin McAuliffe

At lower right, Switch
performs at tailgating outside
of O'Brien Field.
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'lee warriors

Photographs by Hillary Settle

Above, Joe Kopca races down the ice to defend his
goal against Wheaton College's offensive players.
Both games against Wheaton ended in tics with the
same score of 3-3.
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Left, Brian Fisher and Greg Hruby talk strategy
while changing lines. EIU's hockey team
communicated well both on and off the ice,
establishing friendships as well as a united team.

Photograph submilled by Wayne Perry

Above, Eastern's hockey club shares moments of bliss after being
awarded with their first place championship trophy. This was the first
time Eastern had won the MACHA Silver Division Championship.
Photograph by Hillary Settle

Left, Tom Blake waits for a pass from unseen teammate Chris Micks.
Blake was third in overall scoring for the EIU hockey club during the
2003-2004 season.

Eastern and its fans were extremely proud of the 2003 women's soccer team which didn't end its magnificient season until losing
in the state championship. Congrats to the women's soccer brigade for making us proud! The women's soccer team were true to
their For the eighth straight year Eastern turned in a winning record and won at least 10 games. The Panthers finished 11-6-5
overall, 6-0-2 in OVC play. Though their run at the NCAA cup was unsuccessful, the Panthers became the Ohio Valley
Tournament champions for the fourth straight year. A tie against Samford extended Eastern's OVC unbeaten streak to 17 straight,
setting a school record. Three starting seniors will graduate this year, leaving the Panthers to face new challenges in the 2004
season.
- Courtesy ofThe Warbler staff

Photopaph by CoUn McAalHfe

Upper left, sophomore goalkeeper
Tiffany Groene makes a save during
practice at Lakeside Field.
Photographs by Stephen Hus

Lower left, the women's soccer team
reacts to the announcement of the
NCAA tournament brackets in the
Student Recreation Center.
Upper right, sophomore forward
Lindsey Holcomb dodges a Missouri
defender during the first round of the
NCAA College Cup at the University of
Missouri.
Lower right, Senior Beth Liesen tangles
with a Mizzou opponent during the first
round of the NCAA College Cup at the
University of Missouri in Columbia, Mo.

Women's soccer team
enjoys dr~;!IP season

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, Senior mid fielder I forward Abraham Martinez scored
three goals and added an assist during games against Drury and
Butler.
Bottom left, Freshman midfielder Matt Galanes fights for
possession against Evansville Oct. 19 at Lakeside Soccer Field.
Bottom right, Freshman defender Mike Comiskey takes the ball
away from Evansville sophomore defender Lance Muckey
Sunday afternoon at Lakeside Field.

M ,N S SOC,.B3R

2oo Cats kick their

The men's soccer team faced a tough season in 2003.
Though they started off strong, placing third in their first tournament and winning their next
match, the rugby team ended up finishing 5-12-2 and o-8-1 in the Missouri Valley Conference.
They ended their season with an eight game losing streak.
However, their fourth straight year, the Panthers finished .soo or better in non-conference play
posting a 5-4-1 record this season.
- Courtesy of The Warbler Staff
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unsung

technolog~ heroes
By Karen Kirr

Editor in Chief
espite the network problems that plagued
Eastern after two widespread computer viruses
aggravated the university's campus server
during the better part of August 2003, Don Braswell is
hardly fazed.
In fact, the senior applications analyst and lab
manager of the Gregg Triad computer lab, who often
times is on the receiving end of student and faculty
network frustrations, is upbeat about Eastern's
network.
The Triad lab works in cooperation with Eastern's
Information Technology Services Help Desk as a client
services department to the campus.
"We help out the help desk- evenings, during the day
-lots of people walk in during the day," said Braswell,
who has been employed by Eastern since 1994.
Besides assisting his staff of computer savvy
professionals in quelling the network concerns of
students, Braswell helps maintain certain mainframe
operations as well as handle testing services associated
with the network.
Started just last spring in its current version, the ITS
Help Desk, supervised by Connie Downey, has sprouted
into a service that not only answers computer-related
questions via telephone and e-mail. The desk also sends
technicians out to assist the campus community in
resolving computer glitches or other computer
complications at on-campus housing or office facilities.
"It is more of a one-stop shop (than before spring of
2003)," Downey said. Braswell credited ITS assistant
John Henderson for transforming the desk into the
service it is now.
"We try to answer questions over the phone, but if it
looks like a technician is needed it will be recorded in a
problem log by whoever is working," Braswell said.
But answering complex computer questions over the
phone can be daunting at times since students have
varied levels of knowledge on the equipment that
may be puzzling them.
"The most difficult thing about talking over the
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phone is your terminology versus their
terminology," he said. "You have to get
yourself into their mode; look at
things from their point of view.
You have to take your time
with students. The only
questions that
aren't asked
are the

•
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Downey
,\ \ ' '
said the help
\
desk was
flooded with
1,400 calls last
week.
"Lots of those had
to do with the virus,
but a lot had to do with
Web CT and PAWS,"
she said.
Braswell said some of the
most common network
questions are students
seeking answers on how to dialup to Eastern's server through
off-campus apartments and
questions regarding the Web CT
and PAWS software systems.
He said the lab distributes diagrams to students
living off-campus, which outline how they can access
Eastern's Internet network. Although the
university's network has been wrought with
problems the last few weeks, Braswell
emphasized it is inevitable that viruses will seep
through the network sometimes.

Photographs by Stephen Haas
and Colin McAuliffe

Above, Onlookers cheer as
members of Sigma Phi Epsilon
strain to hold on to the game.
Right, Members of the Sigma Pi
little men's tug team take first
place at the Campus Pond
Saturday afternoon.
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Photographs by Stephen Hus

Members of fraternities and
sororities participate in a
hard core game of tug-of-war,
better known as "tugs." The
object is to avoid having you r
team pulled into the campus
pond. This year's event was
especially muddy due to
frequent rain in the days
leading up to the games.
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......,..,... by Sl~tph~tn Haas

Right and below left, Delta Zeta performs
during Airband competition in Lantz
Arena. The group won first place in the
sorority division.

Below and far below left, Pi Kappa Alpha
performs during the Airband competition
in Lantz Arena. Pi Kappa Alpha won first
place in the fraternity division.
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competition
was fierce ...

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, The canoe team from
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity races
toward the finish line Tuesday
afternoon at the Campus Pond
during the canoe event of Greek
Week. Soon after, the team won
the event.

Right, Mike Ciganek (left) and
Brian Mans (right) of the Delta
Chi fraternity canoe team react
after tipping their canoe during a
race against Sigma Nu fraternity.
Delta Chi did not finish the event.
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Photogr~phs

by Stephen Haas

Above, The team of the Alpha Phi sorority
hurries to complete their pyramid during
finals of the Greek Week pyramid activities.
Alpha Phi received firs t place in the contest.
Left, Matt Carlstrom, a junior history major,
deals a hand of blackjack during Greek Casino
activities in the Seventh Street Underground.
The event was moved indoors because of the
weather.
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Photogr~phs

Greek Sing

by Colin McAuliffe

Above, Members of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity perform
AC/ DC's "Thunderstruck," and other songs reminding
them of Las Vegas' energy Sunday afternoon as part of
Greek Sing.
Below, Members of the Delta Zeta sorority perform their
favorite songs from the movie "Dirty Dancing" Sunday
afternoon in Lantz Arena as part of Greek Sing.

w
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Photographs by Stephen
Haas

Opposite Page,
Above, Senior
center Becky
Carlson has
participated in
both the women's
rugby and
women's tennis
programs at
Eastern.

Right, Junior wing
Nikki Ponce
charges up
Lakeside Field Oct.
18 against
Arkansas.
Below, Junior prop
Desi Pence brings
down an Arkansas
player at Lakeside
Rugby Field.
Eastern defeated
Arkansas 86-3.

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, A member of the Panther wrestling
teamgoes for a ride in the air during a heated
match.
At right, A Panther wrestler focuses on his
opponent.

Woom~ wrrce~ttftce?
Panthers fight their way

t~

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Panther wrestlers play hard during
practice.

WRESTL :!3)' ;

~IMMING

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above (opposite page) and at left,
Members of the men's swimming team
rome up for air while completing a lap.
Below (opposite page) and below, Panther
women glide through the water during a
meet.

~------------~

Photogr•phs by Stephen Haas

Above, Sophomore Jake Stout fini shes his run during the
Panther Open Sept. 19.
Opposite page, Senior Jeff Jonaitis rounds the Campus Pond
on the last leg of the Panther Open Sept. 19.
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A longs
Opponents deflate men's
basketball team's hopes

Photographs by Stephen Haas and Colin McAuliffe

In spite of their losing record, the Panther men's
basketball team worked hard to please Ea!>tern fans.
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The men's basketball team started off the season
their first four games. In December, they came bac::fljllftl~ng
win 80-57 against St. Francis, but
WPAh>•m
Illinois, despite putting five
They lost their next game against
lost a close game against the Universit:v
their losing streak with a 93-75 nona,niil!llliiili
Illinois College. Josh Gomes scored
points. EIU came back once again, wilnnilt;J
Conference opener, 83-70, over TCI:tN!SIII!e
next eight games and finally
Tennessee-Martin in overtime,
high 29points led the hot shooting ~.th..euiL
straight victory, 89-85, at Southeast Missouri. The
snapped a 12 game road losing streak and moved
Panthers
(5-16-3-8) into a tie for l Oth place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Panthers ended their season losing their final lour games.
-Courtesy of Tile Warbler staff

The Panther women's basketball team started off strong, winning
their home opener 126-36 against Indiana-Northwest. However,
they lost their second game 65-50 at Illinois-Chicago, then losing
against Loyola. Their next game against Loyola, Pam O'Connor
recorded her ninth career double-double, leading EIU to an 84-70
win. Senjor Lauren Dailey became the 16th player in EIU
basketball history to score 1,000 career points in a game against
Jacksonville. They Panthers followed that game with a 72-65 win
at Savannah State. They lost 77-69 against Chicago State. After
losing their next seven games, they took cruised to their first Ohio
Valley Conference win, beating Tennessee State 79-49. They then
handed APSU its first loss to an OVC team since the
2002 regular season finale. After six more losses and three wins,
the Panthers finished off their season with two losses against
Tennessee Tech and then Murray State.

- Courtesy of The Warbler Staff
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PANTHERS GO THE

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Above, A member of the women's
track team flies ahead of her
opponents.

N' S CR«JSS cOUNTRY

Photographs by Stephen Haas

At left, A Panther track member stays focused on the road ahead.

Below, A member of the track team chases down her opponent.

It takes
ENDUR

WOMEN ' S CROSS

COUN1~

Photographs by Stephen Jlaas

Above and at right, Kyle Maxwell swings
for a hole in one.
Opposite page, A Panther golfer, hoping to
land on the green, takes a swing.

EMO

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Above, Sophomore infielder
Rachel Karos slides home
against Morehead State on
Apri19.

Photograph by Josh Reeley

Right, Football players face
off in an intra-squad game.

4o-0
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TS VISIONS

Left, Senior infielder Kyle Haines tries to handle a throw
from the catcher on a steal attempt against Jacksonville
State at University Coaches Stadium April 9.
Photograph by Josh Reeley

Above, Soon to be red-shirt sophomore Vincent Webb led
the white team in rushing at O'Brien Stadium.
Photograph by Stephen Haas

Below, C.J. Weber works his backhand shot during an
April3 match versus Austin Peay defenders.

to Home ...

Ii~EBALL

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Opposite page, Marcus Jackson slides back into
first base.
Above, Jeff Cam mann gets his warm up tosses in
before a game.
Left, Ryan Campbel throws to Kyle Widegren on a
play during an Eastern home game.
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THE OTHER TEAMS WERE TOO BUSY STARING AT THOSE PINSTRIPES

WTBALL

Photognphs by Stephen Haas

(Opposite page)
Above left, a Panther pitcher
winds up for the throw.
Above right, a Panther softball
player swings for a home run.
Below, a Panther softball
baseman attempts to stop her
opponent from making it
around the field.

Left, a Panther softball player
works the pitcher's mound.

SOFTB~

~ANlliER MEN STAY

ON TRACK

~ ' STRACK

Photographs by S tephen liaas

Opposite page, at right and below, Packs of Eastern's men's
track teamt ried to stay ahead of their competitors during both
the indoor and outdoor track season .

•••THE PANTHER STEADILY TRACKS
DOWN ITS PREY

MEN'S TR~

• •

Outrunning t~.~ earn petition,
leavln

them in the dust

Photograph by Stephen 113as

Above, Women's track runners try to stay ahead of their
Northern Illinois University competitors.

~EN ' S

TRACK

Photog.r•phs by Stephen II a as

Above, A Panther track member sprints ahead of the pack.
Right, A Panther long jumper leaps into action.
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WOMEN 'S

TR~

They may like volleys.,
but this is not
volleyball ...

Photograph by Stephen Haas

A Panther tennis player focuses on the ball and sets up for a forhand.

~'S

TENNIS

Item illitis 1~gais

•

At left,
winding up for
a serve, C.j .
Weber
visualizes his
swing.
At right, a
Panther tennis
player dives
for the ball.

MEN ' S TE~

I Swingin' it

& bringin' it

WOMEN'S TENNIS

lif~EN I

s TENNIs

Photographs by Stephen Haas

Opposite page, left, and below, Panther
women's tennis players gave the
competition their best swings all
season.

WOMEN'S

T~

Top Cat
of the courts
Photograph by
Colin McAuliffe

C.J. Weber
teamed with
Brandon
Blankenbaker as
the No.1
doubles team.
He finished off
his career at
Eastern with a
44-18 singles
record.
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DEN MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
By Matthew Stevens

Courtesy of The Daily Eastern News
It's not everyday tl1at a coach says he's better simply for
being associated with his player on a daily basis.
"I can tell you that a lot of people could be like C.J. but I've
never seen anything like it before out of a kid," Eastern coach
Brian Holzgrafe said.
It may be because Weber was a big reason for the perception
of the members of the tennis team being changed.
"To be honest, whether it's school, religion, parents or
tennis, he's always had a strong moral position and that's why
I love that kid because he's truly himself," Holzgrafe said. "I
hate to say this but when I got to Eastern, tl1eir was a disease
in this program related to accountability of the players. ~is
influence and that pulse has affected every person on th1s
tea1n."
Even when he answers the phone with his, "na, na, na!",
Weber exhibits his true personality, which his coach describes
as a down-to-earth feel that is rare in coJJege athletics.
"He's an average kid who is a total goofball and he's never
really changed his personality since I've known him,"
Holzgrafe said.
The goofball in Weber is shown in no bigger way than on the
team road trips which the senior and fellow teammate
Brandon Blankenbaker assumed the roles of Panther
pranksters.
.
"Always on the tennis trips we are horsing around and bemg
stupid," Weber said. "Brandon is a phenomenal player and
we've grown up together and it's cool I get to finish my
eligibility with him."
Weber's tennis career began in what could be considered tl1e
most humble of beginnings.
The Teutoplis native started playing the game he now loves
more than anything in a summer tennis camp with a broken
racquetball racket.
"Not only did I not know the difference of a racquetball
racket from a tennis racket but it was broken too," Weber said.
"I played in this camp for an entire year with a broken string.
The next year I found out that hey, I kinda like this stuff.··
That kid in the summer camp ended his college career as tl1e
2004 Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year which is an
honor he attributes to so many people other than himself.
"I couldn't have asked for much more out of my senior year,"
Weber said. "I'm so thankful for everyone on my team and my
coaches for helping me along the way."
Two of those people helping him were his parents, who have
been supportive of his tennis journey the whole way.
"I'm convinced that I have the greatest parents in the world,''
Weber said. "I could've given up on tennis a long time ago
and they would've been totally fine with it. They really
became the parents of the team at all the matches -home or
away."
..
Holzgrafe believes that not all, but some of the quahttes

Weber shows are from his parents.
"You are born with some of that, but he really feels
unconditional love from mom and dad," Holzgrafe said.
"His dad is a real (honest) guy who on good matches will
tell him he played well and on bad matches ask him what
went wrong."
..
During the recruiting process, Weber was nearly positive
Eastern wasn't where he wanted to take his talent on the
court. With the campus being 40 minutes away from home
and nationally-ranked schools sending him letters, Weber
had a difficult decision in front of him.
"When I was a senior in high school, I was almost too
percent sure I wasn't coming to Eastern. I thought I might
want to get away and experience another place," Weber
said. "Westem Michigan, Northern Illinois and Ball State
were all contacting me and these are at least Top 75
programs."
.
To be named the best player in his conference is somethmg
Weber would consider the biggest achieved goal in his life.
However, he didn't even pay attention to the award until his
final year as a Panther.
"When I came to Eastern, winning that was something that
I would consider a dream come true," Weber said. "I guess I
was runner up last year and I didn't even realize it, but I
figured if I were that close as a junior, I could do it as a
senior."
Holzgrafe has been impressed with the overall
sportsmanship and domination Weber has exhibited
throughout the OVC in his matches.
.
.
"This is a guy who hugs players after matches m wh1ch
he's just creamed a kid," Holzgrafe said. "He really never
gets into the specifics of who he is playing and what this
match means. To him, it's just a tennis match."
This humbleness has led his coach to tell him how
important some of his career wins really were..
.
"I watched him beat the top amateur player m Australia
and the top boy in Germany and I'm the one who has to tell
him about it," Holzgrafe said. "This dude is representing the
USA and be doesn't even know it."
Even though his college career is now over at Eastern,
Weber stresses he will continue to be involved in tennis by
accepting a position as a graduate assistant next season
with the Panthers.
"I am looking forward to continuing my tennis career as a
coach because nobody more than me realizes the impact of
a coach. I could be a role model and mentor to another
player," Weber said. "I love tennis, it's the reason I came to
college and I want it to be part of my life forever."
No matter where Weber decides his life through tennis wiJJ
take him, he's sure he will have success similar to what he
experienced on the court.
''I'm a little disappointed that my college career is done but
at this point whatever I do in this sport from now on is icing
on the cake," Weber said. "I have no doubt great things will
happen to me if I believe that they will happen."
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At the top of
her game
Photograph by
Stephen Haas

After four years
at Eastern, Beth
Liescn has just
about every
offensive category
to her name. She
scored a
whopping49
points in 2003.
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DEN FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
teammates to score," Liesen said. "I was lucky to have great
players surround me all the time that I was here. That is the
Courtesy of The Daily Eastern News
main reason I was able to put up the kind of numbers that
I did."
She has been down this road before, that much is obvious.
But looking past the team aspect of soccer, her true talent
In fact, throughout her entire career at Eastern Be~ Liesen
shined year and year out. That includes talent in the
has been successful like this and has always dealt with that
classroom just as much as on the field.
success in the classiest and most professional manner.
This past season, she was named to all-academic teams in
The fact that she had just been informed of being named
the OVC and in the district, proving that her work ethic
The Daily Eastern News female athlete of the year, for the
relates to both on the field success and success as an early
second time in her four year career no less, didn't faze her.
education major.
She remained the same as always; gratitude and a fairly
She finished this year with 20 goals and nine assists, and
complacent manner came across as soon as she started talking for a final year she is extremely happy with those numbers.
about the achievement.
Overall, she reached the goals she set for herself over the
"That is great to hear," Liesen said in a plain voice. "It's
years she was here, and now seems just as ready to move on
always nice to be given awards like this, it shows that the work to what she needs to do after school and after college
I've put has paid off."
athletics.
But it isn't a big deal to her that she has won an award.
Liesen understands the fact she won't be looking too hard for
Maybe that's because she is named something different just
a future in soccer, but instead looks forward to even more
about every week as post season accolades are handed out.
time in the classroom as a teacher. But she also hopes some
Liesen always seems to stay on the same emotional level no
soccer is in her near future.
matter what the moment may present, and this is no
"I might play around on some traveling teams this summer
and in the future,·· Liesen said. "But I'm going to be focusing
exception.
The lack of surprise with which she greets this news could
on student teaching, and maybe somewhere down the line I
be considered cocky by those who haven't followed her
will probably think about coaching."
throughout her time at Eastern.
From the way her younger teammates recall the time they
But that would be an entirely wrong impression to get of the
spent with her on the team, that coaching career could be a
woman who has been the focal point of an Eastern team that
definite opportunity because of the way she knows the game
has won Ohio Valley Conference tournament championships
and relates to the players.
in three consecutive years.
"She was always a leader for the team while I was there,"
Perhaps this reserved demeanor is why she has found as
freshmen mid fielder Trisha Walter said. "The biggest thing I
much success as she has over her time at Eastern. The cliche
took away from her was just how hard we need to work. Her
that athletes have big heads and even bigger egos, just isn't
work ethic was what everyone could notice, it was obvious."
true for her.
All that work ethic led to was double digits in goals three out
Some people may call her reserved, others may call her shy
of the four years she at Eastern.
and some may just call her quiet.
Only in her junior year did her numbers go down when she
But all of that doesn't matter on the field, which is where she dropped from 18 goals to nine, but she did assist on three
has cemented herself as one of the best women soccer players
more goals in her junior year than she did in her sophomore
ever to step foot on Eastern's Lakeside Field.
year.
Her coach, Steve Ballard, has been with her at Eastern since
Those numbers, which resulted in All-OVC First Team
she started playing for the Panthers four years ago.
honors every year, isn't what is important to her. Better than
Her personality suits him just fine. In fact, as her coach, he has all those awards, Liesen remembers the good times on the
come to appreciate the way she is very much.
field with her teammates much more fond ly.
"Its safe to say that in her case actions speak louder than
What sticks out in her mind now was coming off the field
words" Ballard said. "She's always cherished her teammates,
after the Panthers lost their first round game in this year's
and that is what makes her such a good team player."
NCAA Women's College Cup.
Not much else could be more important in a sport like
After losing to Missouri, Liesen wasn't crushed or deflated
soccer because to make an impact like Liesen has offensively,
because of the loss. She was just simply grateful for the
one has to be completely in tune with the rest of their team.
opportunity to play in that situation three years in a row.
It didn't take long for Liesen to make herself a key player for
"That last game I wasn't really disappointed because I just
Eastern by netting 15 goals in her freshman season. After that,
loved being there, playing in that kind of game," Liesen said.
Ballard and the rest of the Panthers could count on her to be
"We had plenty of chance to win that game, so I really don't
among the leaders in goals scored, assists and points in the
feel that they beat us. The atmosphere we played in during
OVC and even at the national level.
those kind of games is just amazing."
But in the unselfish way she has always conducted herself,
Not many players can say their last moment walking off
Liesen can only credit her teammates and her coach before
the field was everything they had wanted.
herself for putting up those kind of numbers.
No regrets would be just about the one and only way to
"In a game like soccer, you have to depend on your
sum up Beth Liesen's career at Eastern.

By Aaron Seidlitz
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Photograph by Stephen Haas

Below, a worker helps erect the new softball
stands that were unveiled for the spring 2004
softball season.

The women's Panther softball team had the luxury of
having brand new softball stands, which were installed
during the summer of 2003. The spring 2004 season
was the fi rst time Panther fans were allotted the
opportunity to enjoy the stands.

- Courtesy of The Warbler Staff

Oh, When the r.Band §oes Marchin8
'ln ...

Photogr~phs courtesy
of Director of Bands
Dennis flays tell

Above, the EIU
Marching
Panthers create a
formation in
LantL. Arena
during a
rehearsal.
Marching band
practices arc long
and hard, but fun,
say participants.
At left, the EIU
Marching Band
sousaphones
know they arc
important to the
band.

Photographs courtesy of Director of Bands Dennis Hayslett

At right, a band member practices her tuba on a
bright sunshiny fall day.
Below, a trio of tuba players practice in O'Brien
Stadium in preparation for an upcoming half-time
show. Also, a PMB member gives a thumbs up
showing how much he enjoys the performing for
band.

PW?8f
PANTHER MARCHING
BAND
.

HONING
THEIR
TAlENTS
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Photographs courtesy of Director of Bands Dennis Hayslett

Above, PMB members relax during a break from practice in preparation for their next performance.
Below, PMB's tuba players strut their stuff during a practice at O'Brien Stadium.

Photographs courtesy of Director of Bands Dennis Hayslett

Above left, Dr. Dennis Hayslett directs the Wind Ensemble
during a concert.
Above right, french hornists diligently play their parts during a
Wind Ensemble practice.
Below, the EIU Wind Ensemble performs in McAfee gymnasium.

6t?t cSj'Wv/"lvc-w~c
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All photographs by Natalie Mallen

Eastern's Symphonic Wind Ensemble offers
aspiring musicians the opportunity to hone
their music skills. Flutists, percussionists and
clarinet players are prime components of the
ensemble.
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Photograph by Stephen II us

Mike Stagliano, guitarist and vocalist for the band Mourning Eve, plays a song Sunday afternoon during Celebration on the Library Quad.
Mourning Eve is from Illinois State University.
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Photograph by Stephen Haas

At right, Delilah Davis, of Charleston,
makes a glass marble for a customer
Sunday afternoon at the booth for her
business, Inside the Rainbow, during
Celebration on the Library Quad. Davis
was set up with a fellow glass artist, Cliff
Thomas.

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Below, Dannie Zhang (left), 3, and
Kelsey Smitley, 5, paint on a section of
the children's mural at the Children's
Art Activities area of Celebration
Sunday afternoon on the Library Quad.
The Children's area was sponsored by
the Tarble Arts Center.
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Did Borneone
say ~tH"StJ'"B?
Eastern's 27th
annual Celebration
boasted vendors of all
kind from various areas

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Greg Lillly, of Lilly Concessions, seasons a
batch of burgers and porkchops Sunday
afternoon at Celebration on the Library Quad.
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Photograph by Stephen llaas

A mother and daughter stop to look at hemp jewelry Sunday afternoon at Celebration.

Photograph by Stephen Haas

Josh Klingler, 6, of Charleston,
swings a hammer Sunday
afternoon to hit the truck set up as
a fundraiser for EIU bands at
Celebration. People were able to
buy hits, or pay more for a time
period.
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Photograph by Kevin Kirr

The 2004 graduates
of the College of
Arts and Humanities
stand in anticipation
to receive their hardearned diplomas
from Eastern.
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Photographs by Caroi Kirr

At left, Hencken delivers his commencement speech
during the College of Arts and Humanities's
commencement ceremony May 8.
Below, Eastern' ROTC honor guards salute the flag and
lead friends and family in The Star Spangled Banner.
Far below, g raduate students receive accolades as they
enter the stage.

President Lou Hencken emphasized the
importance of students "treating each person
how they would want to be treated" during his
commencement speech. He also reiterated how
important it was for each student to find his or her
niche in the world and make it a better place to live,
make a difference in others' lives. We don't think he
could have stated it any more candidly than he did.
Graduates now have come to a point in their lives
where they have to stake out their place, craft their
visions and then breathe life into them. And
Eastern illinois University has prepared them to do
that. So go out seniors, and make your alma matter
proud! Your Warbler 2004 staff congratulates and
wishes you nothing but the best!

-Courtesy of the Warbler Staff
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BRINGING VISIONS TO FRUIDON

DR. DANIEL E. THORNBURGH CHAPTER
OF EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PUBLIC
RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Front row from left, Kari Natale, PRSSA National Liaison; Julie Johnston, PRSSA treasurer;
Genevieve Cyrs, PRSSA member; and Terri Johnson, APR, PRSSA co-adviser. Second row, from left,
Dr. Brian Sowa, PRSSA co-adviser; Jennifer Stoops, PRSSA publicity chair; Matt Pollett, PRSSA Vice
President; Ryan Felkamp, PRSSA President; and Katie Benjamin, PRSSA member. Other board
members not present for the photo were Kyle Shepley, PRSSA secretary; Steve Larrick, PRSSA Web
master; and Dr. Christine Helsel, APR, PRSSA co-adviser.

THE AGENCY:
THE STUDENT PUBLIC
RELATIONS AGENCY AT

EIU

Front row, from left: Jennifer Stoops, Sr., editor of The Relay; Lauren Brody, Sr., Agency Director;
Amy Umbarger, Sr., editor of The Journalist; Second row, from left, Terri Johnson, Faculty Adviser;
Angie Faller, Jr., Nicole Samford, Sr., Stephen Larrick, Jr. Not available for the photo were Kyle
Shepley, Leslie Thompson, Jon Rule, Emily Swisher, Ashley Walz, Ron Henton and Ken Bauer.

ASIAN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

From left to right: Nhilven de Chavez, Kevin Kim, Jesse Wu, Bill Graf, Jessica Lu, Felix Chen,
Minelia Miravete, Danny Lam

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Row from left to right: Jenny Becker, Sarah Fleming, Jennifer Carlisle
,....""~"..,''"' Row from left to right: Valerie Tischler, Kelly Crockett, Allyson Kopeloff, Jill McQuade,
Altmayer, Erika Boettger, Dana Gilbert, Rachelle Flagg
Row from left to right: Jessica Clifton, Erin Morettes, Lindsay Smith, Mary Kate Lobough,
an Kerber, Heather Janik, Arnie Adams, Kristin Carlstrom, Kristin Erdmann, Lindi Kerby, Katie
Ashley Santoyo, Jillian Ruddy
0

Row from left to right: Kara Mackey, Meaghan Terpening, Danielle Wassell, Ann Nicks
Row from left to right: Lauren Kluge, Melissa Ellison, Kristen Thorburn, Kristan Slover, Nikki
Lindsay Baum, Katie Martin, Tracy Spangler, Julie Hendricks, Kim Kratovil, Amee Bohrer,
Miller, Traci Roberts, Katie Hopkins, Breanne Engelking
Row from left to right: Bobbie Dinger, Vickie O'Malley, Kim Roth, Jenn Grim, Missy Graetz,
Dietz, Katie Acker, Leann Mack, Danielle Herman, Nichole Sweeney, Erin Hurley
0

th Row from left to right: Kristen Mulcrone, Mollie Sundstrom, Val Peters, Cheryl Pieniazek,
Schade, Alex Gornick, Lisa Mack, Lacey Christ, Kathy Johnson, Heather Muhr, Jessica
thers, Erin Thiemeyer, Erin Keefe, Bonnie Albrecht

BLUE CHEER TEAM

t left to right: Mandy Upton, Ashley Tomlinson, Ashley Vandermoon, Kelly Best, Kelly
uzlarich, Shannon Goering, Ashley Blumenshine, Danielle Fox
left to right: Mike Mantonya, Chris Derosa, Chris Fischer, JJ Murphy, Eric Kuncl

GREY CHEER TEAM

Front left to right:, Shauna Sutton, Lindsey Gehl, Jessica Perillo
Middle left to right: Marcy Workman, Dave Closson, Mo
Gorman, Laura Hankins, Dennis Ryan, Carly Shonk
Back left to right: Ricky Luckett, Haley Behnke, Jamie Navel, Joe Sebright

ALPHA PHI ALPHA

from left to right: Lucky, Tamira
Back Row from left to right: Janina, Ed, Cynthia, P.J.

ALPHA PSI OMEGA

Row from left to right: Tim Travous Jr., Amanda Miller, Fern DeLima, Michael Dwiggins,
Wagner, Emilie Weilbacher, Tatum Green, Caleb Howald, Scott Podraza
n .u-...-... .....

Row from left to right: Cory Vogt, Jenni Passig

Row from left to right: Casey McLain, Katie Luchtefeld, Miranda Stone, Luke Gerdes, Rocco
Joe Allison, Chris Yonke, Matt Montgomery, Jessica Siegel, Erin Karson, Marissa Tieri

EIU

ATHLETIC TRAINING CLUB

trow from left to right: Ginger South, Valerie Wente, Johs Beverlin, Doug Horton, Josh
field, Frank Russo
'ddle row from left to right: Nathan Trippiedi, Justin Cronin, Christopher Jackson, Jonathan
· Mike Howard, Stacy Feldmann, Carrie Hammer, Karen Brehm
Back row from left to right: Jamie Stirrett, Ryan Williamson, Josh Witsman, Stefani Voudrie, Karen
Poludinak, Mieko Hayashida, Tyler Ostrem, Mike Gary
Not Pictured: Kelly Nagle

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE

Christian Campus House attendees strike a pose for the Warbler.

EIU DANCERS

tRow from left to right: Angela Bursich, Arnie Bingham, Lisa Walding, Brittney Yakey, Jessica
n, Victoria U rzedowski
Middle Row from left to right:: Molly Hayes, Michelle Dombrowski, Stefanie Reeve, Nora-Lisa
Malloy, Debby LeVeck, Hannah Wichmann, Emma Hagenbuch, Tiana Webster
Back Row from left to right: Kelly DeLuca, Leah Kaplan, Cheryl Rozela, Brandon Ward, Taylor
Tesdal, David Hill, Leah Died rich, Cynthia Baker
Not Pictured: Directors Jea nna McFarland and Nancy Nordtvedt

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

Front Row: Mike Blake, Sean Cusack, Theresa Koch, Dan McMahon, Colleen Deyoung, Emily
Kenney, Emily Dettro, Johnnie Golliday
Back Row: Dr. Stephen Larson, Mike O'Shea, Jon Kurak, Mike Everson, Devon Estes, Aaron Zavner,
Dave Keyes, Kelly Hinterscher

THE FOUNDATION

from left to right: Jill Sparenberg, Teressa Williams, Mary Brackall, Kelli Ervin, Katie
Back Row from left to right: Jason Schultz, Brittany Santoyo, unknown, Alison Personette, Karen
Buerster, Warren Buck, Kori Gettel, Casey Carnes, Randy Carpenter, Adam Flack, Matt Green, Ezra
Bardsley, Peter Kern, Lisa Chavich, Cassie, Shuemaker, Greg Taeger, Micah Kleinschm idt, Rachel
Elam, Kristy Behar, Jeremiah Cox, Greg Stephens, Chris Agans Emily Harms, Brad Curtis

LINCOLN HALL COUNCIL

First Row from left to right: Trisha Walter, Amy Oix, Christina Wallace, Ashley Vandermoon, Lisa
Hartman
Second Row from left to right: Constanza Camacho, Madina Mambetova, Liz Wolodkiewicz, Jessica
Houdek, Karyn Heinlein
Row from left to righ t: Katie Dzieloki, Shane Evans, Christine McDonell, Katie McMullen,
Robyn Harris, Cassie Howard, Erin Stien
ou rth Row from left to right: Sara Stratton, Ashley Groves, Beth Allen, Nicki Carder, Sarah Aldrich
ot Pictured: Maja Copic-ARD

CKINNEY HALL COUNCIL EXECUTIVE BOAR

ront Row from from left to right: Katie Noland-Vice President, Megan Baxter-Co-Advisor, Brittany
Leslie-Treasurer, Volodymyr Nikorich-RHA Representative, Erin McGovern-RHA Representative
Row from left to right: Matt O?Malley-President, Colleen O'Connor-Co-Advisor, Jared
wcliffe-Secretary

PHI EPSILON

Mu

Front Row from left to right: Christine Westen-Treasurer, Krystal Kahle-Pledge Class Trainer,
Stephanie Hoveln-Vice President, Christine Halder-President, Krissy Ferrar-Fellowship, Heather
Sprinz-Secretary, Kaci Malcom-Historian, Lori Vozari-Advisor
·ddle row from left to right: Amy Fischer, Jessica Reddicks, Heather Smigel, Erica Welty, Nikki
Swart, Claire LaRocca, Katie Smith, Jenn Shaffer, Sarah Gates
Back row from from left to right: Brittany Leslie, Allison Jones, Kate Hoffman, Mary Caldwell,
Libby Keller, Melissa Studzinski, Elizabeth Evans, Cassie Mckibbin

TAGA

Front row, from left: Thirmanda Roberts (Graphic Communications), Theresa Drees (Career and
Technical Education) , Amanda Zueck (CIS), Va lerie Weidner (Family and Consumer Sciences),
Rachel Daschler (Graphic Communications)
Pictured Back L toR: Professor Jean Dilworth (Family and Consumer Sceinces), Kari Donnell
(major), Donny Moberley (Graduate Student Technology), David Hanley (Digital Printing, Imaging,
and Web Technology), Jenn McClure (Family and Consumer Sciences), Rebekah Black (Digital
Printing, Imaging, and Web Technology), Dr. Phil Age (Digital Printing, Imaging, and Web
Technology)
Not Pictured: Jenny Winnie (Digital Printing, Imaging, and Web Technology), Jason Wolfe (Family
and Consumer Sciences), Anthony MeAley (Art), Bagus Suksmoro (Graduate Student Technology)

SIGMA GAMMA Ro

Sigma Gamma Ro poises for their group photo! Say cheese!

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Front Row from left to right: Rashida Gordon, Lisa Halt Lisa Flam, Bill Davidson, Caleb Judy,
Amanda Sartore, Larry Ward, Mike Walsh, Lindsay Baum, Jessica Huber
Middle Row from left to right: Ryan Herdes, Matt Kulp, Laura Castagna, Deanna Cappetto, Nikki
Kult JC Miller, Kristen Giglietti, unknown, George Lesica, Denver Fox, Lauren Kluge, Kyle Donash,
Nancy Zegler, Josh Jewett
Row from left to ri ght: Joe Gubbins, Bryan Johnson, Bill O'Connor, Sean Anderson, Matt
Carlstrom, John Bunker, Ryan Berger, Adam Howell, Jon Voyt, Matt Taggart, Alecia Robinson, Jeff
Collier

UNIVERSITY BOARD

Row from left to right: James Contratto, Taisha Mikell, Chelsey Byers, Margie Tucker
Row from left to right: Kristin Thorburn, Jessica Horwitz, Theresa Ou tman, Jennifer Kieffer,
Erin Miller, Maria Santoyo
• .u ........

£-..

row from left to right: Jason Polensky, Dustin Gerdes, Shannon Brende, Will Truitt, P.J. Bailey,
Krissi Griffin, Joe Atamian, Bill Welter, Chris Stanfield

SIGMA KAPPA

Sigma Kappa members strike a pose.

BLACK STUDENT UNION

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
ADVERTISING STAFF

ront row, from left to right: Kristy Sulich, Megan Neubauer, Lisa Anderson, Mary C
nd row, from left to right: Megan Loftus, April May, Tyson Heisner, Kristen Fleischman
row, from left to right: Seth Estes, Dave Hanley, Jason Buatte,Chris Micks

NATIONAL- PAN- HELLENIC
COUNCIL MEMBERS

·rst
from left to right: Kimberely Hunt, Lauren Wright, unknown
Second Row from left to right:- Jason Townsend, unknown, China Heron, Jory Mcmillian, Orlando
Drummond, Earl Soloman,
Third Row from left to right: unknown, Cassandra Cherry, Lynell Everett, Dennis Smith, Joesph
Malone, Adam Little,
Forth Row from left to right: Darnell Jordan, Thomas Yancey, Bianca Sisson, Nafesha Freeman, Steve
Burlock, Alexus, unknown

VISIONS

Of STUDIENTS
JESSICA HUBER
CHARLESTON, IL

jUNIORS ·,
BRENDAN AYDT
PARIS, IL
KJONNA BRANDON
DANVILLE,IL
WILMA DEDMAN
LONGVIEW, IL
AMY IIOVIOUS
~IATTOQN, IL

AS II LEY KISSACK,
STOCKlAND, IL
ERICA OLSON
CIIARLESTON,IL
CASSIE TAYLOR
OAKLAND, IL

2l4

DMOHF.S/JUN[OR~

' SENIORS
AMANDA ALBANO
WEST DUNDEE, IL
DERRICK ALBERT
RADIATION PHYSICS
CHARLESTON, IL
KIM ANGUS
OAK FOREST, IL
MONICA ARMS
MANITO, IL

REBECCA AUSTIN
MASON, IL
RACHELBAJN
SAVOY, IL
GREGORY BAPTISTE
OAK PARK, IL
BRYAN BELL
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SCHAUMBURG, IL

KRISTEN BENSON
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
CALUMET CITY, IL
JAMIEBIBY
CHRISTOPHER, IL
JAMES BIESIADECKI
MANAGEMENT
SYCAMORE, IL
JEFFEREY BLACK
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT
CASEY, IL

PATRICIA BLACKBURN
PARIS, IL
ERIN BOLTON
DANVILLE, IL
LUCY BOONE
PO UTICAL SCIENCE
LENZBURG, IL
EILEEN BOUCHER
CHARLESTON, IL

ARLENE BROWN
PARIS, IL

. .
~--

..

~

JON BROWNING
CHAMPAIGN, IL
LYDIA BRUNS
CHARLESTON, IL
WENDY BUESING
CHARELETON, IL

SENIORS :'
KAREN BYBEE
COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS & SCIENCES
CHICAGO, IL
CHARITA CALLAWAY
CHARLESTON, IL
NATHAN CAMPBELL
CHARLESTON, IL
EDIECAMPE
JOURNAUS~1

MATTOO:-l,IL

ANNE CARLSON
CHERRYVALLEY,IL
PANYACt\RR
CHARLESTON, IL
AVIAN CARRASQUILLO
CIHCAGO,IL
MATTHEW CLARK
BOURBONNAIS, IL

LAURA COILE
TUSCOLA,IL
KELLY COLLINS
FCS-MERCIIANDISING
CII ICAGO, IL
SIIAUN COOLEY
BARTLETT, IL
MATTHEW CUSTER
CIIAMPAICN, IL

ABBY DALENBERG
CIIARLESTON, IL
BILL DAVIDSON
MCHENRY, IL
DIANA DAVIS
BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY
ALTON,IL
JANIE DAVIS
ACCOUNTING
CLINTON, IL

TRAVIS DAVIS
CARROLLTON, IL
ROBERT DAVISJR
O'FALLON, IL
CARRIE DEii\IEL
OI.NEY,IL
EMILY DETTRO
FINANCE
SPRINGFIELD, II.

~-

.,
·~

; SENIORS
j

MELISSA DROBNAK
TINLEY PARK, IL
CHAD DUMONCEAUX
CHARLESTON, IL
KELLY EDWARDS
CHARLESTON, IL
CHRISTOPHER ELLIOTI
CHARLESTON, IL

CHRISTOPHER FEDRO
OAK FOREST, IL
TRAVISJ. FELTON
CHARLESTON, IL
DOUG FENSKE
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
RICHTON PARK, IL
MICHAEL FLANAGAN
BIOLOGY
RICHVIEW, IL

..

. . , ..

=-·- -, .~

DARRJUS FRAZIER
AFRICAN AMERICAN
HISTORY
CHICAGO,IL
DARRIUS FRAZIER
CHICAGO, IL
JERMAINE FREEMAN
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
CHARLESTON, IL
BRENT FURROW
FORSYTH, JL

ALAN GERRARD
SPECIAL EDUCATION
NORTHLAKE, IL
KELLY GILBERT
FAJRMOUNT,IL
MANADA GOETZE
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
GRIGGSVILLE, IL
ERIN GOODING
ART EDUCATION
SHELDON,IL

JENNIFER GORMAN
PSYCHOLOGY
CHARLESTON, IL
MAGGIE GOY
THERAPUTIC RECREATION
CHARLESTON, IL
MISTY JO GREEN
GREENUP, IL
DANYELLE GUYER
WEST YORK, IL

SJ:o!

21'1 ....

SENIORS ;
CHRISTINE HALDER
CHARLESTON, IL
MARJORIE HALE
ST JACOB, IL
MICHELLE HALL
GLENWOOD, IL
JERMAINE IIANSBOROUGH
SOCIOLOGY
HARVEY, IL

ANGELA HARRIS
CHARLESTON, IL
MAKESHA HARRIS
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
CENTRALIA,IL
JAMES HARTRICH
C.I.S.
ROBINSON, IL
KRISTIN HAUGE
FOX RIVER GROVE, IL

AMANDA HENDERSON
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
DANVILLE, IL
RON "HENTON, II"
JOURNALISM
DANVILLE, IL
JENNI FERIIEYWOOD
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CHICAGO, IL
REBECCA HIMES
CHARLESTON, IL

NICOLE HODGES
CHICAGO, IL
KATHERINE HOFFMAN
SCHAUMBURG, IL
ASHLEY HUDSON
OLNEY, IL
CAROLYN HUGHES
CHARLESTON, IL

MICIIELLE HUGHES
BYRON, IL
REBECCA HUTCHISON
NAPERVILLE, IL
FRIGHNA IGNALAGA
POLITICAL SCIENCE
WEST CIIICAGO, IL
KANDISS JAMES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL

•

~. SENIORS
STEPilANIEJOIINSON
Ill STORY
FRANKFORT, IL

•
,

TIJUANA JOI INSON
CHICAGO, IL
EMILY JOIINSTON
CHARLESTON, IL
JULIE JOIINSTON
CHARLESTON, IL

JEFF JONAITIS
TINLEY PARK, IL
LIBBY KELLER
CHARLESTON, IL
CHRISTINE KENNELLY
WINFIELD, IL
DANIEL KENNY
TINLEY PARK, I L

KARENKIRR
JOURNALISM
NAPERVlLtE, IL
RIKJ KRANKAVlTCH
CATLIN,IL
JOSEPH KRAWISZ
CHICAGO RIDGE,IL
REBECCA KRIKJE
MATTOON, IL

RICK KRUEGER
0 FALLON,IL
KELLY KRULL
SPECIAL EDUCATION
BURBANK, IL
BRIDGET LALONDE
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
LAGRANGE, IL
LATACIA LAND
CIIICAGO IL

MEGAN LANDRETH
DECATUR, IL
CORONA LAWRENCE
CHICAGO,IL
LAUREN LENTINE
MT PROSPECT, IL
JULIE LEONAITIO
IlEALTil STUDIES
VERNON IIILLS, IL

SEl

219

SENIORS .
COREY LEONARD
ART
CIIARLESTON, IL
MEGAN LOFTUS
SPECIAL EDUCATION
CIIICAGO, IL
TERRENCE MADKINS
IlEALTil STUDIES
CHARLESTON, IL
~IICIIAEL MAL~E

WESTCIIESTER, IL

BRIAN MALOY
TOLONO, IL
JONATHAN MANGES
CIIICAGO, IL
MELISSA MATIAS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
LEMONT, IL
\'AI.ERIE MAY
CIIARl.ESTON, ll.

CIIRISTOPHER
MCCAMMON
ROBINSON, IL
TIM MCGOVERN,
ORLAND PARK. IL
'\1EGA:\ \1CKENNA
GRAPHIC DESIGN
!';ORLAND PARK, IL
JEN\liFER MILLER
CIIARLESTON, IL

SARAII MILLER
IIOSPITALI1Y
MANAGEMENT
DUNLAP, IL
AMBER MOi'ITAGUE
BUSINESS l\IARKETING
SCHAUMBURG, IL
ANNA MORLEY
ANTIOCII, IL
JESSICA MYERS
CIIARI.ESTON, IL

KRISTINA NEVEN
TIIEROPUTIC RECREATION
.JOLIET, IL
CARMEN NEVlLLE
ACCOUNT1NG
TREMONT, It
BRIDGET NICIIOLS
BROOKFIELD, IL
STEPIIANIE NIMMONS
I.ITCIIFIELD, IL

•I J" •

- SENIORS
JESSICA NODULMAN
CHARLESTON, IL
JOHN OLIVER
DANVILLE, IL
JASONOWACE
WASHINGTON, IL
NATALIE OLSON
SPECIAL/ELEM
EDUCATION
OAK FOREST, IL

VICKIE 0 MALLEY
CHARLESTON, IL
ROBYN PAINTER
STAUNTON, IL
VINCE PARKER
HISTORY/ EDUCATION
TOLEDO, IL
JENNIFERPASSIG
GRANITE CITY, IL

ALISON PERSONETTE
SOCIAL SCIENCE
OTTAWA,IL
RAYMOND PETERLIN
CRETE,IL
JACLYN PETERSON
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
MOUNT PROSPECT, IL
KEVIN POOS

HIGHLAND, IL

JENNIFER PRICE
ART
URBANA, IL
LEAH REEVES
CHARLESTON, IL
SHERITA REINHARDT
GRANITE CITY, IL
JESSE ROBERTS
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
WATSON,IL

BRIAN ROCHE
AURORA, IL
RALPH W. "ROUNDS, II"
WATSON IL
MARK RUSK
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL
KATHY RUZICH
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
OAK FOREST, IL

SENIORS .·

-..

11Er.1ANGE CIIARITII
SAMARASINGIIE
CHARLESTON, IL
JACK SCHURMAN
SHELBYVILLE, IL

"

ERIN SCOTT
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
CUITON,IL

I

"

'

·j-~

SHARON SCIIVE'ITE
EFFINGHAM, IL

..

·•

.

' ..
~:)\'

~.i· ..~ .. -. .. '\. .

CECIL SCRUGGS
ALSIP, IL
SIIAUNA SEARCY
CHARLESTON, IL
PAMELA SIMON
r-1ANHATIAN, IL
KAREN SINCLAIR
NEW LENOX, IL

NICOLE SMITH
COLUNSVILLE, IL
CURT STEPP
MARKETING
TRENTON IL
MELISSA STUDZINSKI
TINLEY PARK, IL
KRISTY SULJCH
MERCHA..'WISING
OAK FOREST, IL

BRANDY SWIFT
POLITICAL SCIENCE
TRENTON,IL
RHONDA SYKES
BOURBAONNIAS, IL
MATTHEW TAGGART
BUSINESS r.iANAGEMENT
CHARLESTON, IL
JULIUS DAVIS THOMAS
CHARLESTON, IL

VERNICE THOMAS
PSYCHOLOGY
CHARLESTON, IL
ELIZABETH THOMASON
ALBION,IL
LESLIE THOMPSON
CHARLESTON, IL
ANDREW TOURVILLE
CIIICAGO, IL
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~
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SENIORS
KELLYTRJBOUT
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE
DECATUR,IL

J~ ·

JENNIFER WALTON
COMMUNITY HEALTH
PARIS, IL

~v

,,

STEVE WANDERSKI
CHICAGO,IL

~ ·~,

GRETCHEN WARNER
MARKETING
ALTAMONT, IL

JENNIFER WARNER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TOLEDO,IL
KELLY WATIERS
ACCOUNTING
RADOM , IL
ANGELA WATTS
MATTOON,IL
AMANDA WEBB
KANSAS, IL

CHRISTINE WESTEN
CHARLESTON, IL
LUCINDA WlLLIAMS
CISNE,IL
TERESSA WlLLIAMS
CARMI,IL
BRJTTANY WlSOVATY
TUSCOLA,IL

STEPHANIE WlSSMILLER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MANOMET,IL
RACHEL WlTSMAN
CHARLESTON, IL
TIFFINYYATES
CHICAGO, IL

.

Ai •

'

UA~TE
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STUDENTS
KIMBERLY A. FUHR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CHARLESTON, IL
ANHLE
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
CHARLESTON, IL
YUVONNE WlLLIAMS
FAMILY & CONSUMER
SCIENCE CHICAGO, IL

~.t;l\ .lOK~ /GRADUATE STTJDE~ S

Acker, Katie

193

Adams, Amie

193

Agans, Chris

202

Age, Phil

206

Albano, Amanda 215
Albert, Derrick

215

Albrecht, Bonnie 193
Aldrich, Sarah

203

Allen, Beth

203

Allison, Joe

197

Altmayer, Kelly

193

Anderson, Lisa

212

Anderson, Sean 208
Angus, Kim

215

Archer, Mary

131

Arms, Monica

215
209

Atamian, Joe
Austin, Rebecca 215
Aydt, Brendan

224

.x

214

Bailey, P.J.

209

Bain, Rachel

215

Baker, Cynthia

200

Bakota, Nikki

193

Boone, Lucy

215

Boucher, Eileen

215

Brackall, Mary

202

Brady, Wayne

51

Balough, lindsey 75

Brandon, Kionna 214

Baptiste, Gregory 215

Braswell, Don

21

Bardsley, Ezra

Brehm, Karen

198

202

Baskerville, John 85

Brande, Shannon 209

Baum, Lindsay

193,208

Brody, Lauren

191

Baxter, Megan

204

Brown, Arlene

215

Brown, Brittany

19

Browning, Jon

215

Bebar, Kristy

202

Becker, Jenny

193

Becker, Laura

75, 77

Behnke, Haley

195

Bell, Bryan

Bruns, Lydia

215

Buatte,Jason

212

Buck, Warren

202

Buerster, Karen

202

215

Benefield, Josh

198

Benjamin, Katie

190

Benson, Kristen

215

Buesing, Wendy 215
Bunker, John

Berger, Ryan

208

Best, Kelly

194

Beverlin, Johs

198

Biby, Jamie

215

Biesiadecki, James

215

Bingham, Arnie

200

Black, Jefferey

215

Black, Rebekah

206

Blackburn, Patricia

215

Blake, Mike

201

Blake, Tom

117

208

Burlock, Steve

213

Bursich, Angela

200

Bybee, Karen

216

Byers, Chelsey

209

Blumenshine, Ashley 194
Boettger, Erika

193

Bohrer, Amee

193

Bolton, Erin

l
215

225

Caldwell, Mary

205

Collins, Kelly

216

Callaway, Charita

216

Collins, Terry

30

Comiskey, Mike

113

Contratto, James

209

Cooley, Shaun

216

Coughlin, Mike

42

Camacho, Constanza
Campbell, Nathan

203

216

Campe, Edie 216
Cappetto, Deanna 208
Carder, Nicki

203

Carlisle, Jennifer

193

Couto, Andre

81

Carlson, Anne

216

Cox, Jeremiah

202

Carlson, Becky

111 ' 130

Crnovich, Katie

193

Carlstrom, Kristin

193

Crockett, Kelly

193

Carlstrom, Matt

208

Cronin, Justin

198

Carnes, Casey

202

Carnevale, Mary

212

Curtis, Brad

202

Carpenter, Randy

202

Cusack, Sean

201

Carr, Panya

216

Custer, Matthew

216

Carrasquillo, Avian 216

Cyrs, Genevieve

190

Castagna, Laura

208

Chavich, Lisa

202

Chen, Felix

192

Cherry, Cassandra 213
Christ, Lacey

193

Clark, Matthew

216

Clark, Steven

85

Clay-Mendez, Luis 34
Clifton, Jessica

193

Closson, Dave

195

Coile, Laura

216

Coleman, Ashely

85

Collier, Jeff
~

X

208

Dailey, Lauren

141

Dettro, Emily

201

Dalenberg, Abby

216

Deyoung, Colleen

201

Daschler, Rachel

206

Dias, Hopeton

81

Davidson, Bill

208, 216

Diedrich, Leah

200

Davis, Diana

216

Dietz, Stephanie

193

Davis, Janie

216

Dilworth, Jean

206

Davis, Jr., Robert

216

Dinger, Bobbie

193

Davis, Travis

216

Dix, Amy

203

de Chavez, Nhilven 192
Dedman, Wilma

214

Deimel, Carrie

216

Deitro, Emily

216

Delima, Fern

197

Dombrowski, Michelle
Donash, Kyle

208

Donnell, Kari

206

Drees, Theresa

206

Drobnak, Melissa

217

Drummond, Orlando

200

213

Deluca, Kelly
200
Demarie, Jonathan 198

Dumonceaux, Chad 112, 217

DePizzo, Jerry

54

Dwiggins, Michael

197

Derosa, Chris

194

Dzieloki, Katie

203

n

2'2!1

x

Eck, Meggie
Edwards, Kelly

Faller, Angie

191

Fedro, Christopher

217
198

141
39, 217

Elam, Rachel

202

Feldmann, Stacey

Elliott, Christopher

217

Felkamp, Ryan

190

Ellison, Melissa

193

Felton, Travis J. 217

Eperlin, Gordon

26

Fenske, Doug

Erdmann, Kristin 193
Ergelking, Breanne

193

Ervin, Kelli

202

Estes, Devon

201

Estes, Seth

212

Ferrar, Krissy

205

Fischer, Amy

205

Fischer, Chris

Evans, Elizabeth 205

217

194

Fisher, Brian

118

Flack, Adam

202

Evans, Shane

203

Flagg, Rachelle

Everett, Lynell

213

Flam, Lisa

208

Everson, Mike

201

Flanagan, Michael

217

Fleischman, Kristen

212

Fleming, Sarah

193

193

Fox, Danielle

194

Fox, Denver

208

Franti, Michael

55

Frazier, Darrius

217

Freeman, Jermaine

217

Freeman, Nafesha

213

Frericks, Audra

111

Fuhr, Kimberly A. 223
Furrow, Brent

228

217

Galanes, Matt

113

Gary, Mike

198

Gates, Sarah

205

Gehl, Lindsey

195

Gerdes, Dustin

209

Gerdes, Luke

197

Gerrard, Alan

217

Gerth, Erica

129

Gettel, Kori

202

Giglietti, Kristen

208

Gilbert, Dana

193

Gilbert, Kelly

217

Gilchrist, Jan Spivey 59
Goering, Shannon
Goetz, Manada

194

217

Golliday, Johnnie 201
Gooding, Erin

217

Gordon, Rashida 208
Gorman, Jennifer 217
Gormon, Mo

195

Gornick, Alex

193

Goy, Maggie

217

Graetz, Missy

193

Graf, Bill

192

Graves, Emilee

96
202

Green, Matt
Green, Misty Jo

217

Green, Tatum

197

Griffin, Krissi

209

Grim, Jenn

193

Groene, Tiffany

115

Groves, Ashley

203

Gubbins, Joe
Guyer, Danyelle 217

208

Hagenbuch, Emma
200
Hagerstrom, Jenny
30
Halder, Christine 205, 218
Hale, Marjorie
218
Hall, Lisa
208
Hall, Michelle
218
Halpin, Brenna
38
Hammer, Carrie 198
Hankins, Laura 195
Hanley, Dave
206, 212
Hansborough, Jermaine 218
Harms, Emily
202
Harris, Andrew
111 , 123
218
Harris, Angela
Harris, Makesha 218
Harris, Robyn
203
Harrison, Eugene A.
62
Hartman, Lisa
203
Hartrich, James 218
218
Hauge, Kristin
Hayashida, Mieko 198
Hayes, Molly
200
Heinlein, Karyn 203
Heisner, Tyson 212
218
Henderson, Amanda
Hendricks, Julie 193
Henton, II, Ron 218
Herdes, Ryan
208
Herman, Danielle 193
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